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CARBURETTERS
DESCRIPTION
The "E" Type is fitted with triple S.u. HD.8 type carburetters.
operates on all three carburetters,

A

manual mixture control is provided which

vided by a red warrring light acijacent to the mixture control
e warning light is extinguished.
that thejet glands are replaced by a flexible diaphragm, and
is located a metering screw, instead of being
u

"ont.o[.d-by
l), which is fed through its lower end, is attached to a synrhetic rubber diaphragm
(10) bymeans
of the jet cup (9) and jet return spring cup (13), the centre of the
diaphragm being compressed between these two
parts; at its outer edge it is held between the diaphragm casing (14)
and the float chamier u..m. tt.¡.t is controlled by
the jet return spring (12) and the jet actuating lever
¡is¡, ttre tatì.inuuing an external adjusting screw which limits the
upward travel of the jet and thus controls the mixture adjustment;
screwing it in (clockwir.l .iriprr.r tn;
unscrewing
The jet (18) (Fig'

it

^rlrr* -o

weakens the mixture,

Throttle Spindle Glands
Provision is made for the use of throttle spindle glands consisting
of the cork gland itself (25) (Fig. 1), a dished
retaining washer (28), a spring (27) and a shroud
lzoj. rnis assembly should not iequire servicing and can only be
removed by dismantling the throttle spindle and disc.

Idling
The carburetter idles on the main jet and the mixture is conducted
along the passage way (g) (Fig. l) connecting
rhe choke space to the other side of the throttle disc.
The quantity of the mixture passing through the pass
, the idling speed of the engine, is controlled by the "slow-run" valve (5), rhe quality or relative
e being determined by the jet adjusting
screw. It follows that when idling, the throttle remains co
st the bore of the carburetter.

I.
2.
3.
!.
5.
6.

Damper cap
Suction chamber
Piston guide
Union for vacuum advance/retard
Slow running volume screw
Throttle spindle

22

t9
IB

t7

19. Needle
20. Needle retainins screw
21. Oil rese¡voir
22. Piston
23. Damper
24. Piston retum sorins
25. Throttle spring glañd
26. Shroud for sorins
27. Spring
28. Washer
29. Push rod
30. Cam
Fig.

L

Sectioned view of

H.D.8 carburetter
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CARB U RETTE R
Manual
The
amount
The

Mixture Control

manual mixture control mechanism is arranged to operate in two stages. The first stage provides a certain
of throttle opening and the second stage richens the mixture by moving the jet away from the jet needle.
first stage operates when the mixture control cable moves tfre jet lever iA, Fig. 2) towards the rear of the
cngine. This operates the cam (B) ancl pulls the brass fast idle push rod (C) down. The fast idle screw (D) then
presses down on the fast idle lever (E) opening the throttle stightly.
The second stage brings the jet lever back further, opening the throttle further and bringing the lever (F) into contact with mixture adjusting screw arm (G), moving it upwards and tl.rus moving the jet anddiaphragm downwards away

from the jet needle.

jet
Should it be necessary to disconnect the nixture control rods (H) they should be reconnected when all three
jet
pin
leve¡s'
holes
in
the
levers are against their stoP, the rod fork ends being adjusted to line up with the clevis

Fig.

2.

Carburetter conlrols

DATA
Type
Size

Jet needle type;
8 to 1 compression ratio
9 to I compression ratio

S.U. HD 8 (triple)
2' (5'08 cm.)

UM (V/ith Standard Air Cleaner)
UM (V/ith Standard Air Cleaner)
0.125'(3'17 mm.)
Jet size
portion
of the needle.
Nofe: The jet needle type is stamped on the side o¡ top face of the parallel
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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Front carburetter
assembly

Carburetter bodv
Adaptor
Gasket

Union
Suction chamber and

piston assembly
Damper
Washer
Spring

10. Skid washer
11. Jet needle
12. Jet
13. Jet bearilg
14. Locking nut
15. Spring
16. Jet housing

17.

Push rod assemblv

18. Spring
19. Plate
20. Screw
21. Spring
22- Float chamber
23. Lid
24. Float
25. Needle and seat
26. Lever
27. Pin
28. Gasket
29. Cap Nut
30. Serrated fibre washer
31. Alum washer
32. Filter
33. Banjo bolt
34. Fibre washer

35. Slow running valve
36. Spring
37. Gland washer
38. Dished washer
39. Centre carburetter
assembly
40. Rear carburetter
assembþ
41. Connecting rod
42. Connecting rod
43. Fork end

M.

45.

Clevis pin
Adaptor

46. Screw
47. Lever
48. Return spring
49. Brackef
50. Bracket

51. Lever
52. Rod
53. Clip
54. Lever
55.. Slave shaft
56: Slave shaft
57. Distance piece
58. Coupling
59. Slave shaft
60. Insulator
61. Gasket
62. Overflow pipe
63. Overflow pipe
64. Overflow pipe
6s. Clip
66, Suction pipe
67. Petrol feed pipe

o
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c
v
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CARBURETTER

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
Warning: If it is desired to clean out the float chamber,
do not use compressed air as this may cause rupture

of the rubber jet

until the idling speed, observed on the revolution counter instrument, is correct.

diaphragm.

EVERY 2,500 MrLES (4,000 KM).
Lubricate Carburetter Piston Damper
Each carburetter is fitted vvith a hydraulic piston
damper which unless periodically replenished with oil,
will cause poor acceleration and spitting back through
the carburetter on rapid opening of the throttle.
To replenish with oil, unsçrew the cap on top of the
suction chambers, and lift out the damper valve which
is attached to the cap. Fill the hollow piston spindle,
which can be seen down inside the bore of the suction
chamber, with S.4.E.20 engine oil.

Fig.

5.

The

fost idle puslt rotl

EVERY 5,000 MILES (8,000 KM.)
Cleaning Carburetter Filters

Removal of the bolt securing the petrol pipe banjo
to each float chamber will expose the fìlters.
Remove the fìlter and clean in petrol; do not use a
cloth as particles will stick to the gauze.
Vy'hen refitting, insert the frlter with the spring first
and ensure that the fibre washers are replaced, one to
each side of the banjo union.

union
Fig.

4.

Topping up a hydraulic píston danper

I.ubrication of Throttle Linkage
All moving parts of the rhrottle linkage should be
lubricated with engine oil, especially the brass läst idle
push rod. (See Fig. 5).
Checking Carburetter Slow Running

The idling speed of the engine should be 500 r.p.m.
when the engine is at its normal working temperature.
lf adjustment is required turn the three slow running

volume screws (see Fig. 9) by exactly equal amounts
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CA RBURETTER
FueI Feed Line Filter

and feed the filter over the fuel inlet pipe, screw
the
drain plug into posìtion.
The fuel drained from the tank should be filtered
before refilling the tank to remove any sediment.

Clean the filter gauze and bowl by washing
Examine the sealing washer and jf necessary

in fuel,
fit a new

_

one.

EVERY 10,000
Fuel Tank Filter

MILES (16,000 KM.)

Fig.

ñ^.-

7.

The

/ircl

fe

ed tine

fiher
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CARBURETTERS
Removal

Remove the two butterfly ¡uts at the carburetter

Fig.

8.

the rhree float chamber filters are not mislaid.
Remove
the float chamber drain pipe clip from the
oil f,lter.
Remove the tl.rree butterfly return springs.
Disconnect
the three throttle links from the clips ãn the
throttle
spindle levers. Disconnect the mixture control
outer
and jnner cables. Remove the vacuum advance
pipe
from the front carburetter. Remove four nuts
and

Refitting the ¡nixture c.on¡rol rods with the
_ie: levers
against the slops
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CARB U RETTER
spring washers and return spring bracket from

each

adjusted

if

necessary. The dìstributor centrifugal

carburetter and remove the three carburetters together,
If necessary remove the mixture control linkage from
each carburetter by discarding the split pins and
withdrawing the clevis pins.

advance mechanism and vacuum advance operation
should be checked and ignition timing set to the
figure given in Section B "Engine", with the centrilugal advance mechanisms in the static position. For
fi.nal road test, adjustment of not more than six clicks

Refitting
Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure, but
new thin gaskets should be fitted to either side ol the

of the

heat insulating gasket and also to the carbnretter
trumpet flanges.

CLEANING THE SUCTION CHAMBER
AND PISTON
This should be done at approximate intervals of
every twelve months or if the carburetter is dismantled
for any reason. After detaching, clean the main inside
bore c'f the suction chamber and the two outside
diametcrs of the piston with a rag moistened in fuel
or thinners and then reassemble in a dry and clean condition witi, a few spots of thin oil on the piston rod
only. Do NOT use metal polish to clean the suction
chanrber and Piston.

micrometer adjustment at the distributor to
either advance or retard is permitted. The ignition
setting is important since if retarded or advanced too
far the setting of the carburetters will be affected. As

the needle size is determined during engine development, tuning of the carburetters is confined to the
correct idling setting.
Ifafter tuning the carburetters, the idling setting and
engine performance is not satisfactory, it will be necessary to check the cylinder compressions and the valve
clearances.

Tuning

The air intake should be removed and the engine
run until it has attained its normal operating temperature. Release the three pinch bolts secuiing the two
piece throttle levers to the carburetter throttle
spindles.

CARBURETTER TI.INING
Before tuning the carburetters, the sparking plug
gaps and contact breaker gaps should be checked and

Taking one carbu¡etter at a time close each
throttle butterfly valve fully by rotating the throttle
spindle in a clockwise direction looking from the

Fie. 9. "A"-SIow running volume screws' "B"-Fasl idle
screv's. "
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C"-Mixture

adjusting screws

CARBU RETTER
front; with the throttle held,closed tighten the pinch
bolt keeping the two piece throttle lever in the mid_
way position. Repeat lor the other two carburetters,
then operate the accelerator Iinkage and observe if all
the throttles are opening simultaneously by noting
the movement of the full throttle stops of the left_
hand side of the throttle spindles.
Screw down the slow running volume screws (A,
Fig. 9) on to their seatings anJ then unscrew two full
turns. Remove the piston and suction chambers; drs_
connect the mixture control linkage by removing the
clevis pins from the connectlng rod fork ends under_
neath the front and rear carburetters. IJnscrew the
nrixture adjusting screws (C) until each jet is flush with
the briclge of its ca¡buretter. Replace the pistons and
suction chambers and check that each piston falls freely
on to the bridge of its carburetter (by means of the

piston lifting pin). Turn down the mixture adjr.rsting
screws 2J turns.
Restart the engine and adjust

speed

of

to the

clesired idling

500 r.p.m. by moving each slow iunning
screw al1 equal amourrt. By listening to the hiss in the
intakes, adjust the slow running screws until the in_
tensity of the hiss is similar on all intakes. This will

Now check the mixture strength by lifting the piston
of the front carburetter by approxim ately J7,, (.g mm)
when,

(a)

if:

the engine speed increâses and continues to run
faster, this indicates that the mixture is too rich.
decreases, this
indicates that the mixture is too weak.
the engine speed momentarily increases very
slightly, this indicates that the mixture is correct.

(b) the engine speed immediately
(c)

Repeat the operation at the remaining two carburetters and after adjustment recheck the front
carburelter since the carburetters are interdependent.
When fhe mixture is correct, the exhaust note should
be regular and even, If it is irregular, with a splashy type

of misfire and colourless exhaust,. the nrixture is too
weak. lf there is a regular or rythmical type of misfire
in the exhaust beat together with a blackjsh exhaust,

then the mixture is too rich.
When reconnecting the mixture control cable allow

+' (l

5 mm.) free travel at the bottom of the facia
control belore the jet levers begin lo move.

syrrchronise the mixture flow of the three carburetters.
When this js satisfactory the mixture should be ad_
justed by screwing all the mjxture adjusting screws up

(weaker) or down (richer) by the same amount until
the fastest idling speed is obtained consistent wjth

even firing.

As the mixture is adjusted, the engine will probably

run faster and it may therefore be necessary to screw
down the slow running volume screws in order to
reduce the speed.

Fig.

1

L

The carburetter piston ldring

ntor?men!

i.s

pin;

rhe

first part of the

spring loaded.lree travel

Fast ldle Setting

Fig. 10, Po.ririoning

the jet.ne.eclle ¡vith

f nsh v,ith

thc lower eclge o/ the groore

the base of the

piston

" '

Set the mixture control knob on the facia panel to
the highest position in the slide immediately short of
the position where the mixture adjusting screw levers
(C Fig. 9) begin to move. This will be approaching the
mid-travel position of the control knob and approximates to f" (16 mnr.) movement at the bottom of the
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CARBURETTER
jet levers. Adjust the fast idle screws (B) on the throttle
stops to give an engine speed of about 1,000 r'p'm'
(when hot). This operation is best carried out by
lightly nipping a '002" ('051 mm.) feeler gauge under
each screw when the mixture control knob is at the
bottom of the slide.
Float Chamber Fuel Level

When the fuel level setting is correct a fi" (l I ' I mm')
test bar will just slide between the lid face and the inside
curve of the float lever fork when the needle valve is in

the "shut-off" position (see Fig. l2).

If

the float lever fails to conform with this check
it must be carefully bent at the start of the fork
section, in the necessary direction, for correction. Take
care to keep both pro.ngs of the fork level with each
other and maintain the straight portion of the lever
dead flat.
It is not advisable to alter the fuel level unless there
is trouble with flooding; although too high a level can
cause slow flooding, particularly when a car is left
ticking over on a steep drive, it should be remembered
that flooding can also be caused by grit in the fuel
jamming open the needle valve, undue friction in the
figure ,

Remove the four setscrews securing the float chamber to the ca¡buretter body. Remove the float chamber,

jet housing and jet. Remove the hydraulic damper.
With a ring spanner slacken the jet locking nut
approximately half a turn. Replace the jet and diaphragm assembly.
The jet is correctly centred when the piston falls
freely and hits the jet "bridge" with a metallic click.
To centre the jet, push the jet and diaphragm assembly
as high as possible with the hand and with a pencil or
rod gently press the piston down on to the jet bridge;
centralisation will be facilitated if the side of the carburetter body is tapped lightly. Tighten the jet locking
nut.

float gear, excessive engine vibration, or a porous ffoat'

('t''

r6

(il

rESI

Fig. 13. Centring

ffi

| r,4M] Dla

the

iel

BAR

The actual centring must be carried out with the
setscrew holes in the jet diaphragm and carburetter in
alignment. After tightening the jet locking nut, the jet
diaphragm must be kept in the same position relative
to the carburetter body;the simplest way to do this is
to mark one of the corresponding jet diaphragm and

carburetter body setscrews holes with a soft pencil'
Failure to do this may cause the centralisation to be

Fis. 12. Checking the float lever selting, .tvhi.ch.controls the lùel
teíet in the float cllamber. l4/hen settittg the |uel .l.evel ensure hat
the spring' loatlcd plunget (A) in the " Delrin" neeclle is nol
t

t'o ntPressed

CENTRING THE JET
1d/¿¡ning: Take care not to bend the carburetter
needle when carrying out this operation'
Remove the carburetter from the engine as describerl
on page C,7.
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upset.

Check that the centralisation is correct by ncting if
there is any difference in the sound ofthe piston hitting
the jet bridge with the jet in its highest and lowest
positions. If there is any difference in the sound, the
procedure for centralising the jet will have to be repeated.

If difficulty in centring the jet is encountered after
carrying out the above procedure, thejet needle can be

FUEL SYSTEM
lowered slightly in the piston to make the centralising
effect more positive. The needle must, however, be
restored to the normal position when checking the
centralisation.

SETTING THE CARBURETTER MIXTURE
CONTROL WÄRNING LIGHT SWITCH
Remove the dash casing below the control stide by
withdrawing the drive screws and on Right hand drive

models the screwed bezels of the odometer and clock
setting drives. Set the lever on the control slide {
(6'350 mm.) from the bottom limit of its travel, when a
click will be heard and, utilizing the two nuts on the
threaded shank of the switch, position the switch so
that the warning light ceases to glow when the ignition
is switched "on". Aciuate the lever up and down once
or twice and make any final adjustments necessary.
Replace the components by reversing the removal
procedure.

THE FUEL SYSTEM
FUEL PUMP
The Lucas 2FP fuel pump is a complete unit, consisting of a cumulative type centrifugal pump driven
by a permanent f,eld electric motor. The unit is fully
sealed and is mounted inside the fuel tank.
Fuel is delivered to the carburetters at a pressure
approximately 2lbs per sq. in. (0.14 kglcm2) when the
pump is running.
Electrically the pump is under the control of the
ignition switch and will commence to operate when the
ignition is switched "ON".

A

5 amp fuse, located behind the instrument panel

in the fuse pack, is

incorporated in the electrical
circuit as a safety measure in the event of a fault
developing in the pump or connections and it is essential if a fuse blows to replace it with one of the same
value. Under no circumstances should a higher rated
fuse be fitted.
Removal

Disconnect the battery positive terminal. Raise the
boot lid and remove the carpet from the boot floor.
IJnscrew the setscrews retaining the boot floor and
remove the two floor panels.
Remove the cove¡ from the cable connector block
located in the spare wheel compartment. Withdraw
the connectors and disconnect the cables, noting that
like colours are connected.
Remove the delivery pipe union from the pump.
Drain the tank by removing the drain plug and. filter
assembly.

Fig. 14, Removing tlrc fuel pumpfrom the tank

Remove the eight.setscrews securing the fuel pump
carrier plate to the tank and lift out the fuel pump and
the carrier plate, taking care not to damage the joint.
With the pump removed from the tank, disconnect
the fuel delivery pipe union lrom the fuel pump, remove the nut securing the braided cable conduit to
the carrier plate, remove the two bolts securing the
pump to the carrier plate and withdraw the fuel pump.
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FUEL SYSTEM
preventing the build-up of electrostatic charges

Refitting
Refltting is the reverse of the removal procedure, but
care must be taken when refitting the pump to the tank
to ensure that the sealing joint is in a good condition'
Renew if damaged. Failure to ensure this will result in
an escape ofpetrol fumes into the car and a petrol leak
when the fuel tank is full.

Note: A star vvasher is provided on one of the petrolproof grommets on the mounting feet. This
washer provides an earthing path from the pump

to the mounting bracket via the fixing bolt,

so

on the pump unit, It is extremely important
that the earthing washer is in position when a
replacement pump is fitted.

the inlet pipe has been removed or loosened at the
fuel pump, ensure that it is central in the tlter sump

lf

before finally fitting the pump to the fuel tank'
When the fuel pump is in position, refit the filter and
drain plug assembly, by lubricating the filter 'O' ring
and feeding the filter onto the fuel inlet pipe.
Ensure that the drain plug cork washer is in good
condition and renew if necessary.

A. Cable terminals
B,
C,

A¡mature

E.

Impeller

Gauze flame trap

D. Relief valve

F. Anti-static ç¿¡1hing washer
G. Commutator brushes

OUTLET
[e-€=ll

Fis.

Page

C.l2

15.

Sectioned view of the fitel pwnp

FUEL SYSTEM
SERYICING INSTRUCTIO¡{S

Note: When testing the fuel pump for fuel pressure,
the black cable on the pump must always

Complaint-Fuel Starvation

(Ð
(iÐ

Check the level of the fuel in the tank. Replenish

if

necessary.

Check the fuse, located behind the instrument
panel. If after replacement fuse blows again,
check for a short circuit in (a) feed cable or (b)
pump unit.
Replace unit or repair cable as required.

(iii) Iffuse has not blown, locate cable connectors contained in rubber anti-flash block located in the

be

connected to the positive battery terminal.
Warning

When bench testing the fuel pump, EXTINGUISH
all naked lights or flames in the vicinity and do not
allow the cables to spark when making connections.
To obviate this connect a switch in the test cabie circuit
and switch "OFF" when connecting the pump to the
battery.

spare wheel compartment, by which the pump is
connected to the battery supply.

(iv)

(v)

Check voltage and current available at the ter_
minal ends with the ignition switched ..ON', by
using a first grade voltmeter and an ammeter.
The voltage should be 12 volts and the current
should not exceed I '8 amperes.
ff no voltage is shown, check that the fault is not
due to a broken or an intermittent connection in
the switch, feed or earth. Repair as necessary.
Ifno current or an excessive current measurement
is sho*'n, this will be indicative that the pump is
faulty.
Fit replacement pump unit.

Complaint-Fuel Flooding
First check that the needle valves in the carburetters
are clean and unworn. If these are satisfactory, check
the delivery pressure by connecting a pressure gauge to
the fuel line at the carburetter end.

Wjth a voltage of 12 volts (i.e., with the ignition
switched on) applied to the pump this pressure should
be 2-2! lbs/sq. in. (.14-.17 kg/cm2).
lf it is higher Than 2t lbs/sq. in (.17 kglcmr) rhe serting of the relìef valve (a screw and locknut on the
pump cover plate) should be adjusted to reduce the
pressure to 2 lbs/sq. in (.14 kg/cm2).
It wjll be necessary to remove the fuel pump from
the tank, as outlined on page 11, to carry out this adjustment and it will be more convenient to complete the
operation on the test bench with the pump submerged
in a receptacle containing sufficient clean paraffin
(kerosene) and the pump cables connected to a fully
charged battery. To reduce the pressure turn the seting screw in an anti-clockwise direction. It is impor-

tant to re-tighten the locknut fully after adjustment.
When refitting the fuel pump to the tank after adjustment, examine the sealing joint and renew if
damaged.

Fig. 16. Fuel ptrntp teliefvalve adjusting screw

FUEL TANK
Removal

Disconnect the battery positive terminal. Remove
the luggage compartment floor covering and the two

floor panels (6

setscrews).

Drain the tank by removing the drain plug and filter
assembly (4, Fig. l7).
Remove the filter sump from the tank.
Remove the fuel pump cables from the terminal
block, noting that like colours are connected and remove the terminal block. Remove the fuel pipe banjo

bolt (27) and fibre washe.rs (28) from the top of the
fuel purnp mounting bracket (17). Remove the fuel
gauge wires. Slacken the filler pipe clips (l l) push the
rubber pipe (10) up the filler neck.
Slacken the breather clip (8) and remove the
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FUEL SYSTEM
sump (2) and the body. Replace the fuel gauge cables
with the white and green cable to the terminal marked
"W" and the green and black to the terminal marked
"T". The black cable should be fitted to the earth terminal on the element housing.

breather pipe (7) from the filler neck. Remove the
four nuts securing the boot lock and remove the boot
lock. Slacken the clips and remove the boot channel

drain tubc. Remove tfte four nuts and the body
strengthening plate from the back of the tank mounting
bracket (22) inside the rear suspension aperture. Remove the three pointed end mounting bolts with the
flat and spring washers, two from the front of the tauk
and one from the rear. Remove the tank mounting
bracket. Withdraw the fuel tank.

Note: To ensure that the cable connectors are correctly attached to the blade terminals on the
fuel gauge tank unit, slide back the insulating
sleeve from the cable connector to expose the
terminal end. Push home fully onto the blade
and slide the insulating sleeve forward to cover
the joint.

Refitting
Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure but
ensure that the rubber seal is in place between the filter

Fie. 17. Thefue[ systenr
tllfl: l.ì:ijr!Ì

1.
2,
3.
4.
5.
6.
,

i
Fuel tank
Sump assembly

3:

Fliß.

,1

Wasñer
Filter and drain Plug
'O'ring
Wasbei
Hose

".0

10. Hose
Page
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-'rl¡¡i- i ll;

Clip
12' Tank element

13;

Gasket

{4r Fuel pump

21.

aa

23.
24.

U, Union

25.

llt

)1
28.

16'

':t''ine il&
L'::: :-':'l-'20.

Fibre washer
Mounting bracket
Gasket
Pipe

Banjo bolt

zo.
.)0

30.

31.
Washer
Mounting bracket 32.
33.
Rubber pad
Distance piece 34.
35.
Pipe
36.
Pipe
37.
Banjo bolt
Fibre washer 38.
Connector 39.
Mounting plate 40.

41.

Filter gauze

Clip
Clip
Clip
Clip

Bowl
Retaining straP
Banjo bolt
Fibre washer

Filter assembly
Filter casting

42.
43.
44,
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

Sealing washer

50.

Nut
Brass washer
Pipe

Mounting bracket

Pipe
Feed pipe

Banjo bolt
Fibre washer

FUEL SYSTEM
FTJEL TANK GAUGE UNIT
Removal

Disconnect the battery positive terminal.
Remove the luggage compartment floor covering
and the two floor panels, six setscrews, to expose the
fuel tank gauge unit. Disconnect the three cables.
Remove the six setscrews and twelve copper washers
attaching the unit to the fuel tank. The seal can be
broken by a sharp tap on one side of the unit. Withdraw the unit, taking care not to damage the float arm.
Refitting
The existing gasket should be scraped away from the
boss on the fuel tank, taking care that none falls into
the tank. Apply a suitable sealing compound to both
sides of the new gasket, which should be positioned on

Printed in England by Buckìe¡ & Webb L1d., Church Streer, Birmingham

3

the fuel tank boss v/ith the holes in line. Iusert the
element into the tank so that the float is towards the
rear of the car. Replace the six screws and twelve
washers and tighten securely. Attach the white and
green cable to the terminal marked ..W", and the green
and black cable to the terminal marked ,,T".
Note: To ensure that the cable connectors are correctly attached to the blade terminals on the fuel
tank unit, slide back the insulating sleeve from
the cable connector to expose terminal end.
Push the connector home fully on to the blade
and slide the insulating sleeve forward to cover

the joint.
Attach the earth wire connector to the terminal at
the element housing. Refit the boot floor panels and
the floor covering. Reconnect the battery positive

terminal.
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COOLING SYSTEM
Water circulation is assisted by an impellor type pump mounted on the front cover of the engine, the system
being pressurised and thermosratically controlled. .\ffater is circulated from the right hand side of the cross-flow
radiator by the water pump and flows through the cylinder block and cylinder head water passages to the separate
radiator header tank via the inlet manifold water jacket and is then returned to the radiator. A fan, driven by an
electric motor is thermostaticalJy controlled by a switch mounted in the radiator header tank. The fan operales
when the temperature of the engine coolant rises above approximately 80'C.; when the temperature of the coolant
falls to 72'C. the fan electric motor automatically cuts out.

DATA
Total capacity-including

heater

Imperial

U.S.

pints

pints

Litres

38t

32

Coolant pump-type

18.18

Centrifugal

--{rive

Belt

Coolant pump belt-angle of 'V'
Coolant pump to engine speed ratio
Cooling system control
Thermostat Data
Radiator type

36"

0.9:l
Thermostat
See page

Cross

D9

flow-10 fins/inch (4 fins/cm.)

Radiator cap:
Make and type

A.C.-relief

valve

9 lbs. per sq. in. (0.63 kg.lcm.2)
å lb. (0.23 ke.)

Release pressure
Release depression

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
DAILY
Checking Radiato¡ Water Level

Every day, check the level of the water in the
radiator and, if necessary, top up to the bottom of
the filler neck.
IJse water that is as soft as is procurable; hard
water produces scale which in time will affect the
cooling efficiency of the system.
PERIODICALLY
Care of the Cooling System

The entire cooling system should occasionally

be

flushed out to remove sediment. To do this, open the
radiator block and cylinder block drain taps and
insert a water hose into the radiator filler neck. Allow
the water to flow through the system, with the engine
running at a fast idle speed (1,000 r.p.m.) to cause
circulation, until the water runs clear.

Page
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Fig.

I

Radiator drain tap

COOLING SYSTEM
Since deposits in the water will in time cause fouling
of the surfaces of the cooling systcm with consequent
impaired efficiency it is desirable to retard this tendency
as much as possible by using water that is as nearly
neutral (soft) as is available. One of the approved
brands of water inhibitor may be used with advantage
to obviate the creation of deposits in the system.
When refilling the cooling system open the heater
control tap by placing fhe temperature control on the
facia water panel-. in the hot position. Check the
radiator water level after running the engine and top
up if necessary.

.\

.\.

FROST PRECAUTIONS
Anti-Freeze-f mportant

Fig.2.

During the winter months it is strongly recommended
that an anti-freeze compound with an inhibited
Ethylene Glycol base is used in the proportions laid
down by the anti-freeze manufacturers. It should be
remembered that if anti-freeze is not used it is possible,
owing to the action of the thermostat, for the radiator
to "freeze-up" whilst the car is being driven, even
though the water in the radiator was not frozen when
the engine was started.

Before adding anti-freeze solution the cooling
system should be cleaned by flushing.
The cylinder head gasket must be in good condition

Cylinder block tlrain tap

up with water will dilute the mixture possibly to an
extent where dam4ge by frost will occur.
Engine Heater

Provision is made on the right-hand side

of

the

cylinder block for the fitment of an American standard
engine heater element No. 7, manufactured by James
B, Carter Ltd., Electrical, Heating and Manufacturing-

Division, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, or George
Bray & Co. Ltd., Leicester Place, Blackman Lane,

and the cylinder head nuts pulled down correctly,
since ìf the sohrtion leaks into the crankcase a mixture
will be formed with the engine oil which is likely to

Leeds 2, England.

cause blockage of the oil ways with consequent damage

The aluminium radiator is of the cross flow type
having l0 cooling fins per inch (4 fins/cm.). It is
pressurised by means of a filler cap incorporated in
the separate radiator header tank. The filler cap
incorporates a pressure relief valve which is designed
to hold a pressure of up to 4 pounds per square inch

to working parts. Check the tightness of all

water

hose connections, water pump and manifold joints.
To ensure satisfactory mixing, measure the recommended proportions of water and anti-freeze soluti'on
in a separate container and fill the system from this

container, rather than add the solution direct to the
cooling system,
When filling the cooling system, open the heater
control tap by placing the temperature control on the
facia in the "HOT" position. Check the radiator
water level after running the engine and top up if
necessary. Iftopping up is necessary during the period
in which anti-freeze solution is in use, this topping up
must be carried out using anti-freeze solution or the
degree of protection provided may be lost. Topping

RADIATOR

(0,28 kg./cm.z) above atmospheric pressure inside the
system. When the pressure rises above four pgunds
the spring loaded valve lifts off its seat and the excess
pressure escapes via the overflow pipe. As the water

temperature falls again

a

small valve incorporated

in the

centre of the pressure valve unit, opens and
restores atmospheric pressure should a depression be
caused by a fall in the temperature of the water.
By raising the pressure inside the cooling system
the boiling point of the water is raised approximately
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COOLING SYSTEM
Remove the two self-locking nuts, washers and
mounting rubbers securing the bottom of the radiator
to the sub frame.

Fig.

3.

Sectioned view oJ'radiator filler cap

six degrees thus reducing the risk of water loss from
boiling.
Removal

IJnscrew the radiator cap and drain the radiator
and cylinder block.
Slacken the hose clip securing the water hose from
the header tank to the top of the radiator.
Slacken the two hose clips securing the water hose
from the water pump to the bottom of the radiator.
Remove the two self{ocking nuts and bolts securing
the radiator steady brackets to the header tank
support bracket.
Remove the two self-locking nuts securing the
shield on the front sub frame to the radiator mounting
brackets.

Fig.

5.

Nuls securing radialor lo sub frame

Remove the radìator and collect the other mounting
rubbers and spacers taking care not to damage the
radiator or the fan blades.

Refitting

Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure.

RADIATOR COWL
Removal

Remove the radiator as described on this page.
Remove the two self-locking nuts and plain washers
securing the cowl to the bottom of the radiator.
Remove the two self-locking nuts securing the

radiator steady brackets to the top of the radiator'
Collect the spacers between the radiator and
brackets.

Remove the radiator cowl and sealing rubber'
Remove the two nuts, bolts and washers securing
the radiator cowl to the radiator steady brackets and
collect the spacers.

Refitting
Fig.

4.

Bolts securing

Page D.6

,r, trUlí:#rZr:rhield to the radiator

mountins

Refitting is the

reverse

of the removal procedure.

COOLING SYSTEM
Disconnect the two electrical connections from the
thermostat fan control in the header tank.
Remove the two nuts and bolts securing the header
tank to the mounting bracket.
Disconnect the radiator header tank overflow pipe
and remove the header tank.
Refitting

The electrical connections on the black/red wire
should be attached to the centre connector on the
thermostatic fan control in the header tank. Fit the
black wire to the earth connection. Refitting is the
reverse of the removal procedure,

FAN MOTOR
Remoyal

Disconnect the positive lead on the battery.
Remove the four self-locking nuts and plain washers

Fig.6.

Bolts securing rodiøtor cowl

RADIATOR HEADER TANK

securing the fan motor to the front sub assembly.
Remove the electric motor from its mountings and
disconnect the two electrical connections.
Withdraw the electric motor and fan blades from

thç right hand side between the radiator and frame
assembly.

Removal
IJnscrew the radiator cap and drain the water from
the radiator and cylinder block.
Slacken the hose clip securing the water hose from
the cylinder head to the header tank.
Slacken the hose clip securing the water hose from
the radiator to the header tank.

Refitting

Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure.

FAN MOTOR RELÄY
Removal

Disconnect the positive lead on the battery.

Remove the three electrical cables from the fan

Fig. 7. Radiator header tank mounting points

Fig.

8.

Showing position

offan relay. Inset shows relay cor.nections
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COOLING SYSTEM
motor relay on the radiator header tank support
bracket.
Remove the two nuts and bolts securing the relay
to the side of the support bracket.

Refitting

Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure
but care must be taken to fit the electrical cables to
the correct terminals on the fan relay. The black/red
cables should be connected to terminal W.l, the green
cable to C.2 and the black/green cable to C.l, see
Fig. 8.

WATER PUMP BELT
Adjustment-(Early Cars onlY)
Slacken th.ç two bolts and nuts underneath the
dynamo and also the adjusting link bolt. Pull the
dynamo outwards until the belt can be flexed approximately +' (12.7 cm.) either way, midway between the
water pump and dynamo pulleys. Tighten the adjusting link bolt and the dynamo mounting bolts.

Note:

Slackness of the belt will cause slip with the
possible result of a squealing noise from the
belt or a reduced charging rate from the
dynamo. Too much tension will create undue

wear of the belt, pulleys, water pump and

the belt can be removed from the pulley. Remove the
belt from the crankshaft and water pump pulleys.
Refitting

Refitting is the reverse of the removal but it is
important that the belt is not stretched over the
pulleys by any means other than by hand. If a tool is
used to lever the belt on or off, the endless cords in
the belt may be broken.

THERMOSTÄ.7

this is a valve incorporated in the cooling system
which restricts the ffow of coolant through the radiator
until the engine has reached its operating temperature,
thus providing rapid wartring up of the engine and in

cold weather an early supply of warm air to the
interior of the car via the heater. When the engine
temperature rises to a pre-determined figure (see
"Thermostat Data") the thermostat valve commences
to open and allows the water to circulate through the
radiator. The flow of water increases as the temperature rises until the valve is fully open. Included in the
system is a water by-pass utilizing a slot in the thermostat housing integral with the water outlet pipe; this
allows the coolant to by-pass the radiator until the
thermostat opening temperature is attained.

dynamo bearings.
Removal
I

wttil(t( (((

Drain sufficient water from the system to allow
level to fall below the thermostat by operating
drain tap situated at the bottom left-hand side of
radiator block. Slacken the hose clip and remove

the
the
the
the
top water hose from the elbow pipe on the thermostat
housing. Remove the two nuts and spring washers
securing the water outlet elbow and remove elbow.

Lift out the thermostat,

noting the gasket between

the elbow pipe and thermostat housing.
Checking

Thoroughly clean the thermostat and check that
the small hole in the valve is clear. Check the thermostat for correct operation by immersing in a container
of cold water togetl.rer with a thermometer and stirrer.

\
Fig. 9, To adjust the b

nt-ounting bolls and move
Adiustntent ¡s nol necessa._.

!!¡!,. ._r

lacken the three dynamo
into lhe clesired position.
¡ted with a iockey pulley-

Removal
Release the belt terßîoà'ß'filackening the two bolts
and nuts underneath thê dynâño and also the adjusting
link bolt. Swing the dÍnãmó'iowards the engine until

Page D.8

Heat the water, keeping it well stirred and observe if
the characteristics of the thermostat are in agreement
with the data given under "Thermostat Temperatures"'
Refitting

Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure.
Always flt a new gasket between the elbow pipe and
the thermostat housing. Ensure that the recess in the
thermostat housing and all machined faces are clean.

COOLING SYSTEM

lleo-Tl

Fig. 10. Exploded view'of thermoslat and housing

Thermostat I)ata

Jaguar part number

c.1286712

Start
Operating
Temperature

Remarks

Temperature

165"F. (73.e"C)

t

t59'F. (70.5'C)

168'F. (75.5.C)

.or
c.2076612

Fully
Open

FAN THERMOSTATIC SWITCH
The fan thermostatic switch is situated in the
separate radiator header tank. When the water

87'F.

(86

.

1

"C)

g
€r'

reaches a temperature of approximately gO"C. the
thermostatic switch operates and automatically starts
the fan motor. The fan motor will continue to run
until the temperature of the coolant has fallen to
approximately 72"C.

Removal

Disconnect the two electrical connections from the
thermostatic switch.
Remove the three seòuring setscrews and washers.
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COOLING

SYSTEM

Withdraw the thermostatic switch and remove the
cork gasket.
Refitting

Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure,
but a new cork gasket must be fitted when the switch
is replaced. Fit the connection on the rediblack wire

to the centre connector on the thermostatic switch.
Fit the black wire to the earth connection. If any
water has escaped during the removal of the switch

in the pump housing by a
metal cover and the carbon face maintains a constant
pressure on the impeller by means of a thrust spring
inside the seal. A hole drilled in the top of the casting
acts as an air vent and lead into an annular groove
in the casting into which stray water is directed by
means of a rubber thrower on the pump spindle' A
drain hole at the bottom of the groove leads away
pump spindle is located

any water and prevents seepage into the bearing.

the radiator header tank should be topped up to the

Removal

correct level.

Drain the cooling system.
Detach the two hose connections to the radiator
header tank by unscrewing the hose clips'
Disconnect the two electrical connections to the
thermostat fan switch.
Remove the two nuts and bolts securing the header
tank and the right hand radiator steady bracket to the
lieader tank support bracket.
Remove the nut and bolt securing the left hand
radiator steady bracket.
Detach the three electrical connections from the
fan relay fitted on the right hand side of the header
tank support bracket.
Remove the two bolts, large washers and mounting
rubbers securing the header tank bracket to the sub

\ryATER PUMP
The water pump (Fig. 12.) is of the centrifugal vane
impeller typ'e, the impeller being mounted on a steel
spindle which in turn runs in a double row of ball
bearings. These are sealed at their ends to exclude all
dirt and to retain the lubricant. The main seal on the

frame.
Remove the header tank support bracket and collect
the remaining rubbers.

Disconnect the three water hoses from the water
pump by unscrewing the hose cliPs.
Slacken off the dynamo bolts and push the dynamo
towards the engine, remove the dynamo water pump
drive belt. Remove the four setscrews and spring
washers securing the water pump pulley to the pulley
carrier.

Unscrew the six set bolts, three nuts and spring
washers securing the water pump to the engine timing

chain cover.

Note the gasket between the pump and timing

cover. Withdraw the water PumP.
Dismantling

Fig. 12. Sectioned view oJ waler pump

Page
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Remove the water pump prrlley hub by means of a
suitable extractor as shown in Fig. 13. Slacken
locknut and remove Allen head locating screw'
Withdraw the spindle and impeller assembly from
the pump casting. This assembly must not be pushed
out by means of the shaft or the bearing will be
damaged. A tube measuring l$" (27J7 mm')
outside diameter and $" (24.61 mm.) inside diameter

COOLING SYSTEM
must be used to push out the assembly from the front
of the pump.

out the spindle from the impeller as shown
remove seal and rubber thrower.
The spindle and bearing assembly cannot be dis_
Press

in Fig. 14. and

mantled any further.
Checking

Thoroughly clean all parts of the pump excepr the
spindle and bearing assembly in a suitable cleaning
solvpnt.

Note: The' bearing is a permanently sealed

and

lubricated assembly and therefore must not
be washed in the solvent.
Inspect the bearing for excessive end playand remove
any burrs, rust or scale from the shaft with fine emery
paper, taking the precaution of covering the bearing
with a cloth, to prevent emery dust from entering the
bearing. If there are any signs of wear or co¡rosion
in the bearing bore.or on the face in front of the
impeller the housing should be renewed.

Fig. 13, lltithdrawing rhelan hubfrom

Re.assembly

spindle

Install the shaft and bearing assembly into the
pump body from the rear and line up the location hole

t495

Fig. 14, Removing tater pump impeller from pump spindle

Fig. 15. Fitting impeller

Page
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SYSTEM

bearing with the tapped hole in the body. Fit
locating screw and locknut. Place the rubber thrower
in its groove on the spindle in front of the seal. Coat
the outside of the brass seal housing with a suitable
water resistanr jointing compound and fit into the
recess in the pump casting. Push the seal into its
housing with the carbon face towards the rear of the
pump. Ensure that the seal is seated properly.
Press on impeller as shown in Fig. 15. until the
rear face of the impeller is flush with the end of the
spindle. In a similar manDer press the water pump
pulley on to the spindle until it is flush with the end.

in the

Refitting

Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure
although care should be taken to renew the water
pump to timing cover gasket, lightly smearing with
grease before fitting. When refitting the electrical
connections for the fan relay refer to "Fan motor
relay-fi.tting" on page D8. When refltting the fan
thermostat electrical connections refer to "Fan
thermostatic switch-refitting" on page D10. Adjust
the dynamo lwatu pump belt as desc¡ibed on page
D8.

L Pump body
2. Spindle and bearing assembly
3. Allen headed locksc¡ew
4. Locknut
5. Thrower
6. Seal
7. Impeller
8. Pulley carrier
9. Gasket
10. Adaptor for heater return pipe
ll. Plug
12. Copper washer
13. Pulley
14. Setscrew
15 Shakeproof washer
16. ìùy'ater pump belt
17. By-pass water hose
18. Clip

F-ol7|

Fig. 16. Exploded view of water pump

W,{TER TEMPERATURE GÄUGE
The inciicator head is attached to the instrument
panel and operates on a thermal principle using a
bi-metal strip surrounded by a heater winding. The
Page
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transmitter unit

is

mounted

in the inlet

manifold

water jacket adjacent to the thermostat. For the

full

description and fault analysis of this instrument
refer to Section P "Electrical and Instruments".

Printed in England by Buckier & Webb Ltd', Church Street, Birmingham
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CLUTCH

CLUTCH
(Early Cars)
DESCRIPTION
The clutch is of the single dry plate type and consists of a spring loaded driven plate assembly, a cover assembly
and a graphite release bearing. The operating mechanism consists of a pendant-type foot pedal, coupled by a push
rod to an independent master cylinder, This is connected by piping and a flexible hose to a slave cylinder *ouìt.d
on the clutch housing. Depressing the clutch pedal moves the piston in the master cylinder and imparts thrust to the
slave cylinder piston which in turn, operates the graphite release bearing by means of a push rod and operating fork.
The bearing is forced against the clutch release lever plate which causes the release levers to withdraw the piessure
plate and thus release the clutch driven plate.

Fig.

1.

Sectional view

of clutch.
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CLUTCH
DATA
Normal Touring Use
Borg and Beck
r0 A6-G
9.84',-9.87',

Make
Mode!
Outside diameter

(231nm.-232 mm.)
6.12',-6.13',

Inside diameter

mm.-154 mm.)
Single dry plate

(153

Type

Clutch release bearing

.

Graphite
Hydraulic

.

Operation
Clutch thrust springs-number

-colour
length
-free
Driven plate-type
-facings

Driven plate damper springs-number
colour

Racing and
Competition Use

Borg and Beck
10

A6-G

9.84'-9.87"
(231mm.-232 mm.)
6.12'-6.13'
(153 mm.-154 mm.)
Single dry plate
Graphite

Hydraulic

12

t2

Violet

Violet

2.68'(68 mm.)

2.ó8'(68 mm.)

Borglite
Wound yarn

Wound yarn cemented

Arcuate

6

6

Brown/Cream

Buff

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
WEEKLY
Clutch Fluid Level
Right-hand drive cars
The fluid reservoir for the hydraulically operated
clutch js situated on the bulkhead (adjacent to the
twin brake reservoirs), on the driver's side, and it is
important that the fluid does not fall below the level
marked "Fluid Level".

Left-hand drive cars

The fluid reservoir for the hydraulically operated
clutch is situated on the front frame assembly, adjacent to the twin brake reservoirs and exhaust manilold.
It is important that the fluid does not fall below the
level marked "Fluid Level".

'/lltl

Fig,

Page 8.6

2,

Location of fluid reservoir-righl-hand drive,

Fig. 3. Location of fluid reservoìr-left-hand

drive.

CL UTC H
withdrawal lever, as is possible to obtain without
grating of the gears being experienced when engaging

EVERY 2,500 MILES (4,000 KM.)
Clutch Free Travel

first

gear.

Normal Road Use
There should be

#"

(1.6 mm.) free travel nreasured

on the operating rod betu,een the siave cylinder and
clutch withdrawal lever.
This free travel is most easily felt, after removal of
pedal return spring, by moving operating rod towards
slave cylinder and then returning towards withdrawal
lever to fullest extent. Adjustment is effected by
slackening the locknut, and turning the operating rod.
Screwing the rod into tl.re kr.ruckle joint will increase
the free travel; screwing the rod out will decrease the

free travel. Always replace return spring

after

adjustment.
Racing
There should be as much lree travel of the operating
rod, between the slave cylinder and the clutch

4tt.z
t"
'/
r¡¡a

4. Adjtttnrcnt

o.f

tltttt'h op(rating rotl

Recommended Hydraulic Fluids
Preferred Fluid

Alternative Fluids

Castrol Crimson Hydraulic Brake Fluid.
Lockheed Super Heavy Duty Brake Fluid.

Dunlop Disc Brake Fluid (S,4.E.70 R3.)
In countries where the above ffuids are unobtainable
use only a recognised brake fluid guaranteed to conform

to the SAE specification 70 R.3.

In the event of deterioration of the rubber

seals and

HYDR.ATILIC SYSTEM-GENERAL
INSTRUCTIONS
Should it be found necessary to dismantle any part
of the clutch system (that is, master cylinder or slave
cylinder), the operation must be carried out under
conditions of scrupulous cleanliness. Clean the mud
and grease off the unit before removal frorn the vehicle
and dismantle on a bench covered with a sheet of clean

paper. Do not swill a complete unit, after removal
from the vehicle, in paraffin, petrol or trichlorethylene
(trike) as this would ruin the rubber parts and, on
dismantling, give a misleading impression of their
original condition. Do not handle th" internal parts,

hoses due to the use of an incorrect fluid, all the seals
and hoses must be replaced and the systenr thoroughly
flushed and reûlled with one of the above fluids. (See
"Flushing the System").

particularly rubbers, with dirty hands. Place all metal
parts in a tray of clean brake fluid to soak; afterwards
dry off *r,ith a clean fluffiess cloth, and lay out in order
on a sheet of clean paper. Rubber parts should be
carefully examined and if there is any sign of swelling
or perishing they should be renewed; in any case it js
usually good policy to renew all rubbers. The main
castings may be swilled in any of the normal cleaning
fluids but all traces of the cleaner must be dried out
before assembly.

All internal parts should be dipped in clean brake
fluid and assembled wet, as the fluid acts as a lubricant.
\#hen assembling the rubber parts use the frngers only.
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Fig.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
I

1.

Clutch housing
Locking plate
Locking plate
Timing aperture cover

Oil seal
Cover plate
Support bracket
Support bracket
Shaft

Operating fork
Refurn spring

12. Anchor plate
13. Slave cylinder
14. Slave cylinder body
15. Spring
16. Cup filler
17. Seal
18. Piston
19, Circlip
20. Rubber dust cover
21. Bleeder screw
Page E.8

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

5.

Clutch operaring system.

Stud
Operating rod

Adjuster assembly
Pivot pin
Hydraulic pipe
27. .Flexible hydraulic pipe

28. Bracket
29. Bracket
30. Distance piece
31. Hydraulic pipe
32. Master cylinder
33. Master cylinder body
34. Seal
35. Valve
36. Spring
37. Spring support
38. Main spring
39. Spring support
40. Cup seal
41. Piston
42. Static seal
41. Push rod

44. Circlip
45. Dust cover
46. Stud
47. Clevis pin
48. Hydraulic pipe
49. Flexible pipe
50. Hose clip
51. Hose clip
52, Reservoi¡
53. Mounting bracket
54. Clutch pedal housing
55. Bush
56. Setscrew
57. Fibre washer
58. Pedal shaft
59. Circlip
60. Washer
61. Gasket
62. Pedal
63. Pedal pad
64. Pedal pad cover

CLUTCH
BLEEDING THE SYSTEM

FLUSHING THE SYSTEM

"Bleeding" the clutch hydraulic system (expelling
air) is not a routine maintenance operation and should
only be necessary .¡,hen a portion of the hydraulic
system has been disconnected or if the level of the
fluid in the reservoir has been allowed to fall. The
presence of air in the hydraulic system may result in
difficulty in engaging gear owing to the clutch not
disengaging fully.
The procedure is as follows:Fill up the master cylinder reservoir with brake fluid
exercising great care to prevent the entry ol dirt. Attach
a rubber bleed tube to the nipple on the slave'cylinder
on the right-hand side ol the clutch housing and allow
the tube to hang in a clean glass jar partly filled with
brake fluid. Unscrew the nipple one complete turn.
Depress the clutch pedal slowly, tighten the bleeder
nipple before the pedal reaches the end of its travel and
allow the pedal to return unassisted.
Repeat the above procedure, closing the bleed nipple
at each stroke, until the fluid issuing from the tube is
entirely free of air, care being taken that the reservoir

is

replenished frequently during this operation, for
should the level be allowed to drop appreciably air

will enter the

P'",np all fluicl out of the hydraulic system through
the bieeder screw of the clutch slave cylinder. To the
bleeder screw on the slave cylinder connect one end of
a rubber tube, and allow the other end to fall into a
container, slacken the screw one complete turn and
pump the clutch pedal by depressiag it quickly and
allowing it to return without assistance; repeat, with
a pause in between each operation, until no more fluid
is expelled. Discard the fluid extracted.

Fill the sirpply tank v¡ith industrial methylated
spirit and flush the system as described above. Keep
the supply tank replenished until at least a quart of
spirit has passed through the bleeder screw.
Remove the master cylinder and pour off any remaining spirit. Refit the master cylinder, re-fill with
clean brake fluid and "bleed" the system.

NOTEI If

system.

On completion, top up the master cylinder reservoir
to the line marked "Fluid Level".

Do not on any acc.ount

Should the fluid in the system become thick or
r'gummy" after many years in service,
or after a
vehicle has been laid up for some considerable time,
the system should be drained, flushed and re-filled.
It is recommended that this shorlld be carried out once
every fiv. years.

use the

fluid which

has been

bled through the system to replenish the reservoir as
it will have become aerated. Always use fresh fluid
straight from the tin.

the system has been contaminated by the

of mineral oil, etc., the above process will not
prove effective. It is recommended that the various
use

units, including the pipe lines, be dismantled and
thoroughly cleaned and that all rubber parts,
including flexible hoses, be renewed. The contaminated fluid should be destroyed immediately.

REMOVAL AND REFITTING
A FLEXIBLE HOSE

In some cases, the cause of faulty clutch may be
traced to a choked flexible hose. Do not attempt to
clear the obstruction by any means exæpt air pressure,
otherwise the hose may be damaged. If the obsiruction cannot be cleared the hose must be replaced by a
new one.
Removal

To renew a flexible hose, adopt the following procedure:-

Fig.

6.

Position of clutch bleed nipple.

IJnscrew the tube nut from .the hóse union, theu
unscrew the locknut and withdraw the hose from the
bracket, Disconnect the hose at the other end.
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CLUTCH
A cylindrical spring support locates around the inner
end of the piston and a small drillìng in the end of
the support is engaged by the stem of a valve. The
larger diameter head of the valve locates in a central
blind bore in the piston. The valve passes through the

Refltting

a hose, flrst ensure that it is not
or "kinked" (this is MOST IMPORTANT)

Vy'hen re-frtting

twisted

then pass the hose union through the bracket and,
whilst holding the union with a spanner to prevent
the hose from turning, fit the locknut and the shakeproof washer; connect up the pipe by screwing on the

of a vented spring support and interposed
between the spring support and an integral flange
formed on the valve is a small coiled spring. A lipped
rubber seal registers in a groove around the end of the
valve. This assembly forms a recuperation valve which
controls fluid flow to and from the reservoir.
bore

tube-nut.

THE MASTER CYLINDER

When the foot pedal is

The master cylinder is mechanically linked to the
clutch pedal and provides the hydraulic pressure
necessary to operate the clutch, The components of
the master cylinder are contained within the bore of a
body which at its closed end has two 90" opposed
integral pipe connection bosses. Integrally formed
around the opposite end of the cylinder is a flange

provided with two holes for the master cylinder
attachment bolts. In the unloaded condition a spring
loaded piston, carrying two seals (see Fig. 7) is held
against the underside of a circlip retained dished
washer at the head of the cylinder. A hemispherically
ended push-rod seats in a similarly formed recess at
the head ofthe piston. A fork end on the outer end of
the push-rod provides for attachment to the pedal. A
rubber dust excluder, the lip ofwhich seats in a groove,
shrouds the head of the master cylinder to prevent the
intrusion of foreign matter.
OUST

P

the pipe lines to the clutch slave cylinder.

of the load from the pedal reverses the
the action of the main spring returns the
master cylinder to the extended position.
Removal

sequence,
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SUPPORT

CIRCLIP

the

the main spring. Immediately this movement is in
excess of the valve clearance the valve closes under
the influence of its spring and isolates the reservoir.
Further toading of the pedal results in the discharge of
fluid under pressure from the outlet connection, via

EXC LUDER

PUS

in the OFF position

master cylinder is fully extended and the valve is held
clear of the base of the cylinder by the action of the
main spring. In this condition the master cylinder is in
fluid communication with the reservoir, thus permitting
recuperation of any fluid loss sustained, particularly
during the bleeding operation.
When a load is applied to the foot pedal the piston
moves down the cylinder against the compression of

the masler cylinder.

SUPPORT

SPR¡NC

CLUTCH
H.

Removal

Drain the clutch fluid reservoir and detach the inlet
and outlet pipes from the clutch master cylinder, by
unscrewing the two union nuts. Detach the master
cylinder push-rod from the clutch pedal from inside
the car by removing the split pin and withdrawing the
clevis pin. Remove the clutch master cylinder from
the housing situated inside the engine compartment

by removing two nuts.

Position the push-rod and depress the piston
sufficiently to allow the dished washer to seat on the
shoulder at the head of the cylinder. Fit the circlip
and check that it fully engages the groove.
Fill the dust excluder with clean Castrol H.95/59
Rubber Grease.
Reseat the dust excluder around the head of the
master cylinder.

Renewing the Master Cylinder Seals

Ease the dust excluder clear
maste¡ cylinder.

95159 and slide the complete assembly into the
cylìnder body taking particular care not to damage or
twist the seals. The use of a fitting sleeve is advised.

of the head of

the

With suitable pliers remove the circlip; this will
release the push rod complete with dished washer.
Withdraw the piston and remove both seals.
Withdraw the valve assembly complete with springs
and supports. Remove the seal from the end of the

Master Cylinder Push-rod-Free Trayel
To ensure that this piston returns

to the fully
is provided between the
the push-rod, the piston and

extended position clearance

enlarged head of
dished washer. As this washer also forms the return
stop for the clutch pedal, no means of adjustment is
necessary.

valve.

Lubricate the new seals and the bore of the cylinder

with brake fluid, fit the seal to the end of the valve
ensuring that the lip registers in the groove. Fit the
seals in their grooves around the piston.
Insert the piston into the spring support, ensuring
that the head of the valve engages the piston bore.
Lubricate the piston with Castrol Rubber Grease

Refitting
Secure the master cylinder to the vehicle by fitting
the fixing nuts at the flange. Connect the pipes to the
inlet and outlet connections, the push rod to the pedal,
and bleed the system. Check for leaks by depressing

the clutch pedal once or twice and examining all
hydraulic connections.

I
I

Fig.

8.

Exploded view of the clutch slave cylinder,
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CLUTCH
THE SLÄYE CYLINDER
The clutch slave cylinder consists of a body (a Fig.
8) which incorporates two threaded connections and
is bored to accommodate a piston (5) against the inner
face ofwhich a rubber cup (3) is loaded by a cup fillor (2)
and a spring (l); the travel of the piston is limited by
a circlip (6) fitted in a groo'ie at the end of the bore.

A rubber boot (7) through which a pusir-rod passes, is
ûtted on to the body to preYent the intrusion of dirt
or moisture.
One of the connections in the body receives a pipe
from the clutch master cylinder, ivhilst the other is
fitted with a bleeder screw; the connection for the
pipe is parallel to the mounting flange on the body'

Dismantling
Remove the circlip (6) from the end of the bore and
apply alow air pressure to the open connection to expel
the piston (5) and the other parts; remove the bleeder
screw,

Assembling

Prior to assembly, smear all internal parts and the
bore of the body with Rubberlube.
Fit the spring (l) in the cup filler (2) and insertthese
parts, spring uppermost, into the bore of the body (4)'
Follow up with the cup (3), lip leading, taking care not
to turn back or buckle the lip; then insert the piston
(5), flat face innermost, and fit the circlip (6) into the
groove at the end of the bore.

Refitting

Fit the rubber boot (7) on the push-rod, if removed

Removal

To remove from the vehicle, disconnect the

pipe,
detach the rubber boot from the body and remove the
frxing screws; leave the push-rod attached to the vehicle.
If the boot is not being renewed it may be left on the

push-rod.
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previously, and offer up the slave cylinder to the vehicle,
with the push-rod entering the bore. Secure the cylinder
with the fixing screws and stretch the large end of the
boot into the groove on the body. Fit into their respective connections the bleeder screw and the pipe
from the clutch master cYlinder.
"Bleed" the clutch as described on page E.9.

CLUTCH

THE CLUTCH UNIT
(Early Cars)
The driven plate assembly (14, Fig. 9) is of the

flexible centre type, in which a splined hub is indirectly
attached to a disc and transmits the power and overrun
through a number of coil springs held in position by
shrouds,
The cover assembly consists of a pressed steel cover
(l) and a cast iron pressure plate (3) loaded by thrust
springs (2). Mounted on the pressure plate are release
levers (4), which pivot ou floaring pins (9), retained by

eye bolts

(8). Adjustment nuts (10) are screwed on to

the eye bolts and secured by staking. Struts (7)

are

interposed between lugs on the pressure plate and the
outer end of the release levers. Anti-rattle springs (t l)
restrain the release levers and retainer springs (6) connect the release lever plate (5) to the levers.
The graphite release bearing (12) is sh¡unk into a
bearing cup which is mounted on the throw-out forks
and held by the release bearing retainer springs (13).

t4

l

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Cover

9. Eyebolt pin
10. Adjustment nut
tl. Anti-raftle spring
12. Release bearing and cup
13. Release bearing retainer
14. Driven plate assembly
15. Securing bolt
16. Spring washer

Thrust spring
Pressure plate
Release lever
Release lever plate
Release lever retainer
Release lever strut
Release lever eyebolt

Fis.

9.

assembly

Exploded view of the clutch assembl.v,
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CLUTCH
GENERÄL INSTRUCTIONS

Release Bearing

'When overhauling the clutch the following instructions should be noted and carried out:-

If the graphite release bearing ring is badly worn it
should be replaced by a complete bearing assembly'

Clutch Cover Assembly

CONDITION OF CLUTCH FACINGS

Before dismantling the clutch, suitably mark the
following parts so that they can be re-assembled in the

The possibility of further use of the friction facings
of the clutch is sometimes raised, because they have a
polished appearance after considerable service, It is
natural to assume that a rough surface will give a
higher frictional value against slipping, but this is not

same relative positions to each other to preserve the
balance and adjustment; clutch cover, lugs on the
pressure plate and the release levers.
When re-assembling make sure that the markings
coincide and, if new parts have been fitted which would
affect the adjustment, carefully set the release levers
(see page E.l6).

correct.
Since the introduction of non-metallic facings of the
moulded asbestos type, in service, a polished surface
is a common experience, but it must not be confused
with a glazed surface which is sometimes encountered

due to conditions discussed below.
The ideal smooth or polished condition will provide
a normal contact, but a glazed surface may be due to
a film or a condition introduced, which entirely alters
the frictional value olthe facings. These two conditions
night be simply illustrated by the comparison between
a polished wood, and a varnished surface. In the former
the contact is still made by the original material, whereas in the latter instance, a film of dried varnish is
interposed between the contact surfaces.
The folLowing notes are issued with a view to giving
useful information on this subject:(a)

Fig. 10. Clrrrth and fi1w|rc¿l

of the n-raterial can be clearly seen. This polishecl
facing is of mid-brown colour and is then in a

balance.

If

a new pressure piate has been fitted, it is essential
that the complete cover assembly should be re-balanced,
for which reasoll it is not a practical proposition where
special equipment is not available.

perfect condition.
(b)

Should oil in small quantities gain access to the
clutch in such a manner as to come in contact
with the facings it will burn off, due to the heat
generated by slip which occurs under normal
starting conditions. The burning off of this small
amount of lubricant, has the effect of gradually
darkening the facings, but, provided the polish
on the facings remains such that the grain of the
material can be clearly distinguished, it has ver-y
little effect on clutch performance.

(c)

Should increased quantities

Before assembly, thoroughly clean all parts and
renew those which show appreciable wear. A very

slight smear of grease such as Lockheed Expander
Lubricant or Duckham's Keenol K.O.l2 should be
applied to the release lever pins, contact faces of the
struts, eyebolts seats in the clutch cover, drive lug sides
on the pressure plate and the plain end ofthe eyebolts.
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After the clutch has been in use for some little
tinre, under perfect conditions (that is, with the
clutch facings working on true and polished or
ground surfaces of correct material, without the
presence of oil, and with only tlrat amount of
slip which the clutch provides for under normal
conditions) then the surface of the facings
assumes a high polish, through which the grain

of oil or

grease

CLUTCH
obtain access to the facings, one or two conditions,
or a combination of the two, may arise, depending upon the nature of oil, etc.

(1) The oil

may burn off and leave on the surface
facings a carbon deposit which assumes a high
glaze and causes slip. This is a very definite,
though very thin deposit, and in general it hides
the grain of the material.

(2)

The oil may partially burn and leave a resinous
deposit on the facings, which frequently produces
a fierce clutch, and may also cause a "spinning"
clutch due to a tendency of the facings to adhere
to the flywheel or pressure plate face.

(3) There may be a

combination

REMOVAL
To remove the clutch, the engine and gearbox must
first be removed (refer to Section B "Engine"),
Slacken the clutch mounting screws a turn at a time
by diagonal selection until the thrust spring pressure
is released. Remove the set screlvs and withdraw the
complete clutch assembly from the flywheel. Remove
the driven plate assembly and take care to maintain
the driven plate faces in a clean condition. Observe
that the clutch and flywheel are balanced

as

an assembly.

This location is indicated by balance marks 'B'
stamped on the clutch and flywheel (Fie. 2l).

of (1) and (2)

conditions, which is likely to produce a judder
during clutch engagement.
(d) Still greater quantities of oìl produce a black
soaked appearance of the facings, and the effect
may be slip, fierceness, or judder in engagement,
etc., according to the conditions. If the conditions under (c) or (d) are experienced, the clutch
driven plate should be replaced by one fitted
with new facings, the cause of the presence of

the oil removed and the clutch and

flywheel

face thoroughly cleaned.

ALIGNMENT
Faulty alignment will cause excessive wear of the
splines in the hub of the driven plate, and eventually
fracture the steel disc around the hub centre as a
result of "swash action" produced by axiat movement
of the splined shaft.

DISMÄNTLING
Before dismantling, mark all the major components.

To dismantle the clutch, either bolt the assembl), to
the baseplate of the Churchill fixture, to a spare flywheel, or place the clutch on the bed of a press with
blocks under the pressure plate in such a manner that

the cover is free to move downwards when pressure
is applied.
Having compressed the clutch in one of these various
ways, unscrew the nuts (Fig. l1), (considerable torque
is initially necessary in order to break offthe squeezedin portion of each nut), and slowly release the clamping
pressure. Lift the cover and the thrust springs off the
pressure plate and remove the release leve¡ mechanism.
Fig. 12 shows the method whereby the strut is disen-

PEDAL ADJUSTMENT
This adjustment is most important and the instruc-

tions given should be carefully followed; faulty
adjustment falls under two headings:Insufficient free (or unloaded) pedal travel may
cause a partly slipping clutch condition which
becomes aggravated as additional wear takes
place on the facings, and this can result in a

(a)

slipping clutch leading to burning out unless
corrected. Over-travel of effective pedal movement only imposes undue internal strain and
causes excessive bearing wear,

(b) Too

much free pedal movement results in inadequate release movement of the bearing and
may produce a spinning plate condition that is,
dragging clutch rendering clean changes im-

possible,

Fig. 11.

Removal of the adjusÍment nuts.
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Fig, 12. Disnnntling lhe clttÍch

assenthll' using a rant ptess.

gaged from the lever, after which the threaded end of
the eye-bolt and the inner end of the lever are held as
close together as possible to enable the shank of the
eyebolt to clear the hole in the pressure plate.

the flywheel or baseplate and then clamp the cover
down with the fixing screws, turning them a little at a
time to avoid distortion. If a press is being used,
aÍÍange a block across the cover and compress the
assembly. Then screw the adjusting nuts (10) into an

ÄSSEMBLING

approximately correct position.
The release levers must now be set to the correct
heig\t, adopting any of the three methods elsewhere

It is essential that all major components be returned
to their original positions if the balance of the assembly
is to be preserved.
Fit a pin (9, Fig. 9) into an eyebolt (8) and locate
the parts within a release lever (4). Hold the threaded
end of the eyebolt.and the inner end of the lever as
close together as possible and, with the other hand,
el1age the strut (7) within the slots in a lug on the
pressure plate, with the other end of the strut push
outwards towards the periphery of the plate. Offer up
the lever assembly, first engaging the eyebolt shank
within the hole in the plate, then locate the strut
within the groove in the lever. Fit the remaining levers
in the same way, not forgetting to lubricate all contact

desclibed after which the adjusting nuts should be
locked by punching them into the eyebolt slots. After
setting the levers, fit the release lever plate.

ADJUSTING THE RELEÄSE LEVERS
To ensure satisfactory operatíon, correct adjustment
of the release levers is essential. In service, the original
adjustment made by the makers never needs attention
and re-adjustment is only necessary if the clutch has
been dismantled.
To facilitate adjustment of the release levers the
gauge plates once produced by the clutch manufacturer

utilized. As numerous Traders still

faces.

can be

Place the pressure plate on the baseplate of the
Churchill fixture, on a spare fl¡,vheel, or on blocks on
the bed of a press and position the thrust springs (2)
on the bosses of the plate. Having arranged all the
springs, aud after ensuring that the anti-rattle springs
(11) are fixed within the cover, rest the cover on the
springs, carefully aligning the pressure plate lugs with
the cover slots. If the Churchill fixture or a spare fly-

these plates details as

wheel is being used, move the clutch to align the
holes in the cover flange with the tapped holes in
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possess

to their identification are given

on Page E.20,

An alternative method of levet adjustment is to

use

the universal fixture known as the No. 99 manufactured
by V. L. Churchitl & Co. Ltd., which caters for the

6+'-lI'clutch.
Finally, where neither a gauge plate nor Churchill
tool is available the levers may be set using the actual
driven plate as a gauge and these three methods are
described below.

CLUTCH
(å) Adjust the levers by turning the eyebolt nuts (6)

until the levers are just in contact with a short
straight edge resting upon the boss of the gauge
plate.

(c) Having made a preliminary setting some attempt
must be made to operate the clutch several times
in order to settle the mechanism. Normally,
this operation can be carried out in a drilling
Fig. 13.

(1)
(ø)

machine or light press having a suitable adaptor,
arranged to bear upon the lever tips.

Tlte gauge plate.

(d) Carry

Using a Borg & Beck gauge plate (Fig. ta)

Mount the clutch on the actual or a

spare

flywheel (1, Fig: 14) or alternatively clamp it
down to a flat surface, with the gauge plate (4)
occupying the position normally taken by the
driven plate. The ground lands of the gauge
plate should each be located under a release lever
(s).

out a further check and

re-adjust

if

necessary.

(2)

Using the Churchill Fixtu¡e

This tool, which is illustrated in Fig. 15 provides

for the accurate adjustment of the levers;

additionally, it affords a convenient fixture upon
which to dismantle and assemble the unit. A
device is included to operate the clutch and there.

by to settle the working parts after assembìy.
To use the tool, adopt the following procedure,
which also indicates the additional operations
when dismantling and assembling the clutch.

Fig. 15.

The special base plate

for

clurch atljusrment.

Remove from the box the gauge finger, the piilar
and the actuator, as shown in Fig. 16 and consult
the code card to determine the r.eference of the
adaptor and the spacers appropr.iate to the
clutch which is being serviced.
Rest the base plate on a flat surface, wipe

it

clean

and place the spacers upon it in the positions
quoted on the code card, as in Fig. 15. Place the

Fig. 14.

Release lever adjustntent.

clutch on the spacers, aligning it with the
appropriate tapped holes in the base, arranging
Page E. I 7

CLUTCH
it

so that the release levers are as close to the

spacers as possible.

Screw the actuator into the centre hole in the
base plate and press the handle down to clamp
the clutch. Then screw the set bolts provided

ûrmly into the tapped holes in the

baseplate

using a speed brace; remove the actuator.

to the eyebolts until
Screw the actulatter.
of
the
tops
the
flush with
ator into the base (Fig. 18) and pump the handle
a dozen. times to settle the clutch mechanism.
screw the adjusting nuts on

the actuator. Screw the pillar firmly
into the base and place upon it the appropriate
Remove

adaptor, recessed face downwards, and the gauge
finger.

Turn the adjusting nuts until the finger just
touches the release levers, pressing downwards
on the finger assembly to ensure that it is bearing
squarely on the adaPtor (Fig. 19).
CAUCE
FINCER

l@
H
/'el

etã

SPACERS
Fig. 16.

ACTI
ACTUAIOR

The base plate and accessories.

Remove the adjusting nuts (Fig. I l) and gradually unscrew the set bolts to relieve the load of
the thrust springs (Fig. 17): Lift the cover off
the clutch and carry out whatever additional
dismantling may be desired.
Fig. 18.

Screwing lhe acluator inlo lhe

base

plate.

Remove the finger adaptor and pillar, replace
the actuator and operate the clutch a further
dozen times. Replace the pillar and check the
lever setting, making any final correction.

Finally, lock the adjusting nuts. The cylindrical
portion of the nut must be peened into the slot
in the eyebolt, using a blunt chisel and hammer.
Fis. 17.

Removing the clutch cover assembly.

(3) Using the Actual DriYen Plate

After carrying out the necessary servicing of the
clutch components, re-assemble the parts on the
clulch pressure plate, place the cover upon it
and transfer the assembly to the base plate,

This method of setting the levers is not highly
accurate and should only be resorted to when
neither a gaûge plate nor Churchill Fixture is
available. The drawback to this method lies in

resting on the spacers and aligned correctly.

the fact that although the driven plate is produced

Carefully bolt the cover to the base plate and

to
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close limits,

it is difficult to ensure absolute

CLUTCH
that the 'B' stamped adjacent to one of the dowel
holes coincides with the 'B' stamped on the periphery of the flywheel (Fjg. 2t). Do not remove the

dummy shaft until all the setscrews are securely
will come off
centre and difficulty will be met in engaging the constant pinion shaft into the bush in the rear end of the
tightened, otherwise the driven plate

crankshaft.

Fig. 19.

Using finger assembly to adjust the release levers.

parallelism. Although the error in the plate is
small, it is magnified some five-fold at the lever
tip due to the lever ratio.
The method to be adopted is as

follows:-

(a) Mount the clutch on the flywheel with the driven
plate in its normal position or clamp the assembly
to any flat surface having a hole within it to
accommodate the boss of the driven plate.
(á) ConsLrlt the chart on pâge E.20 to ascertain the
height of the lever tip from the flywheel and
adjust the levers until this dimension is achieved.

Fig.

20.

Centralising the driven plate.

(c) Having made a preliminary setting slacken the
clamping pressure, turn the driven plate through
a right angle, re-clamp the cover and check the
levers again as a safeguard against any lack of
truth in the driven plate.
REFITTIT{G
Place the driven plate on the flywheel taking care that

the larger part of the splined hub faces the gearbo*.
Centralise the plate on the flywheel by means of the
dummy shaft (a constant pinion shaft may be used for
this purpose, Fig. 20). Secure the cover assembly with

the six setscrews and spring washers, tightening the
screws a turn at a time by diagonal selection. Ensure

Fig.

2l.

Balance marks on the clutch and flvwheel.
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DATA FOR CLUTCH LEVER TIP SETTING
Gauge

Clutch
Model

Driven

Plate

Plate

Part No.

Borglite

l0'

or Arcuate cGt4322

Lever tip height
from flywheel face

Dimension

"A"

Gauge Plate

Land Thickness
Dimension "C"

1.955',

0.330"

(49'65 mm.)

(8'381 mm.)

Gauge
Plate

8.37 5"

r
J
U
U

-

=
J
È
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22,

Dimensions

for clutch lever tìp

Dimension

"A" 2' 45" (62'23mm.)

212'7mm. if taken with Release Lever Plate
in position.

u
U

Fig,

Remarks

Dia.

selting.

CLUTCH

FAULT FINDING
SYMPTOM
Drag or Spin

CAUSE

(a)

REMEDY

Oil or grease on the driven plate

Fit new facings

facings

(b)

Misalignment between the engine
and splined clutch shaft

(c)

(d)

Air in clutch system
Bad external leak between the
clutch master cylinder and the

(e)

slave cylìnder
Excessive clearance between the

(f)

release bearing and
lever plate

Warppd

or

the

Check over and correct the alignment

"Bleed" system
Renew pipe and unions

Adjust to

fi'

(1.58 mm.) clearance

release

damaged pressure

Renew defective part

plate or clutch cover

(Ð Driven plate hub binding on
splined shaft
(h)

Distorted driven plate due to the
weight of the gearbox being al-

to hang on clutch plate
during assembly
Broken facings of driven plate
Dirt or foreign matter in the clutch
lowed

(Ð

û)

Clean up splines and lubricate with
small quantity of high melting point
grease such as Duckham's Keenol

Fit new driven plate assembly using

a

jack to take overhanging weight of the
gearbox

Fit new facings, or replace plate
Dismantle clutch from flywheel and
clean the unit, see that all working
parts are free

CAUTION: Never use petrol

or

paraffin for cleaning out clutch
Fierceness or
Snatch

(a) Oil or
(b)
(c)

Slip

grease

on driven

plate

facings

facings and ensure isolation
of clutch from possible ingress of oil

or grease
Misalignment

Worn out driven plate facings

(a) Oil or
(b)

Fit new

grease

on driven

plate

facings

Failure to adjust at clutch slave
cylinder to compensate for loss

Check over and correct alienment
New facings required

Fit new facings and elimirate cause of
foreign presence
Adjust push rod as necessary

of release bearing clearance consequent upon wear of the driven
plate facings -l¡-' (1.58 mm.)
clearance is necessary between the

(c)
(d)

release bearing and
lever plate)

the

release

Seized piston in clutch slave cylinder
Master cylinder piston sticking

Renew parts as necessary
Free off the piston
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FAULT FINDING
CAUSE

SYMPTOM
Judder

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

REMEDY

Oil, grease or foreign matter on

Fit new facings or driven plate

driven plate facings
Misalignment

Check over and correct alignment
Re-adjust levers in plane, and, if necessary, fit new eyebolts

Pressure plate out ofparallel with
flywheel face in excess of the per-

missible tolerance

Contact area of friction facings

This may be due to distortion,
new driven plate assembly

not evenly distributed. Note that
friction facing surface will not

(e)
Rattle

show l00o/o contact until the clutch
has been in use for some tine, but
the contact actually showing
should be evenly distr.ibuted
round the friction facings
Bent splined shaft or buckled
driven plate

(a)

Damaged driven plate, broken

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)

Worn parts in release mechan.ism

springs, etc.,
Excessive backlash in transmission

Wear in transmission bearings
Bent or worn splined shaft
Graphite release bearing loose on
throw out fork

Hub splines worn due to misalign-

Tick or Knock

ment

Fracture of

(a)

(b)

Abnormal Facing
Wear

Misalignment distorts the plate

and causes

Driven Plate

it to break or tear

round the hub or at segment necks
If the gearbox during assembly be
allowed to hang with the shaft in
the hub, the driven plate may be
distorted, leading to drag, metal
fatigue and breakage

Usualiy produced by overloading
and by the excessive slip starting
associated with overloading
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if

so fit

Fit new shaft or driven plate assembly

l
I

Fit new parts

as necessary

l
Check and correct alignment then fit
new driven plate

Check and correct alignment and introduce new driven plate

Fit new driven plate assembly and
ensure satisfactory re-assembly

In the hands of the operator

CLUTCH
(Later Cars)
DESCRIPTION

A

diaphragm spring clutch is lìtted consisting of a spring assembly hcld fìexibly in
thc lugs of thc pressure
plate by a spring retaining ring and pivotting on a lulcrum lormed
by the rinrs ol the clutch cover and the
driving plate' Depressing the clutch pedal actuates the release ring causing

diaphragm' The

a corresponding depression of the

lever action of the spring pulls the pressure plate from the driven plate,
thus freeing the clutch.

Fi!!.

J-1. S((tit)tr?(l tict,ol tlrrtrh.
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DATA
Normal Touring Use
Make

Laycock

Model

l0" Diaphragm Spring
'400" (10 mm)

Release Ring Travel

Clutch Release Bearing . .

Graphite

Operation.

Hydraulic

.

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
WEEKLY

EVERY 3,000 MILES (5,000 KM).

Clutch Fluid Level
Right-hand drive cars

Clutch Free

The fluid reservoir for the hydraulically operated
clutch is situated on the bulkhead (adjacent to the

on the operating rod between the slave cylinder and
clutch withdrawal lever.
This free travel is most easily felt, after removal of
pedal return spring, by moving operating rod
towards slave cylinder and then returning towards

brake reservoir), on the driver's side, and it

is

important

that the fltrid does not fall below the level marked
"Fluid Level".
Left-hand drive cars

The fluid reservoir for the hydraulically

operated
js
adjacent
manifold
exhaust
on
the
situated
clutch
reservoirs.
twin
brake
the
to
It is importapt that the fluid does not fall below the

level marked "Fluid L.,vel".

Fie.

24.
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Clutch fluid reservoir-right hand drive

Travel (Early cars only)
There should 6. r,u" (1.5 mm.) free travel

withdrawal lever

to

fullest

measured

extent' Adjustment

is

effected by slackening the locknut, and turning the
operating rod. Screwing the rod into the knuckle
joint will increase the free travel; screwing the rod
out will decrease the free travel. Always replace
return spring after adjustment.

Fie.

25.

CIutch

fuid reservoir-left

hand drive.

CLUTCH
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM_GENERA.L
INSTRUCTIONS
Should it be found necessary to dismantle any part
of the clutch system (that is, master cylinder or slave
cylinder), the operation must be carried out under
conditions of scrupulous cleanliness. Clean the mud
and grease offthe unit before removal from the vehicle
and dismantle on a bench covered with a sheet olclean

paper. Do not swill a complete unit, after removal

from the vehicle,in paraffin,petrol or trichlorethylene
(trike) as this would rujn the rubber parts and, on
dismantling, give a misleading impression of their
original condition. Do noc'handle the internal parts,
particularly rubbers, with dirty hands. Place all metal
parts in a tray of clean brake fluid to soak; afterwards
dry offwith a clean ffuffiess cloth, and lay out in order
on a sheet of clean paper. Rubber parts should be
carefully examined and if there is any sign of swelling
or perishing they should be renewed; in any case it is
usually good policy to renew all rubbers. The majn
castings may be swilled in any of the normal cleaning
fluids but all traces of the cleaner must be dried out
belore assembly.
All internal parts should be dipped in clean brake
fluid and assembled wet, as the fluid acts as a lubricant.
When assembling the rubber parts use the fingers only.

Fig. 26. Clurch .tlave cylinder bleed nipple.
(Slave cylinder fit t?d to eorl), r'ars .shown)

the reservoir is replerrished frequently during this
opelation, for should it be allowed to become enlpty
morc air will enter.
On completion, top up tlle lescl-voir to the bottonr

ofthe filler neck.
Do not on any account use the fluid tvhich

has
been bled through the systern to replenish the reser.voir

as
BLEEDING THE SYSTEI\,Í

it will

flui<.1

have beconre acrated. Always t¡se fr-csh
struight t'onr thc tin. Usc only thc recolllntendcd

fluid.

"Bleeding" the clutch hydraulic system (expelling
the air) is not a routine mainteuallce opelation and
should only be necessary when a portion ol the hydraulic system has been disconnected or il the level
of the fluid in the reservoir has been allowed to fall.
The presence of air in the hydraulic system lray
result in difficulty in engaging geal owing to thc
clutch not disengaging fully.
The procedure is as follows:Fill up the reservoir with a brake fluid exercisirrg
great care to prevent the entry of dirt. Attach a
rubber bleed tube to the nìpple on the slave cylinder
on the right-hand side olthe clutch housing and allow
the tube to hang in a clean glass jar partly filted with
brake fluid. Unscrew the nipple one complete f urn.
Depress the clutch pedal slowly, tighten the bleeder
nipple before the pedal reaches the end of its travcl
and allow the pedal to return unassisted.
Repeat the above procedure, closing the bleed
nipple at each stroke, until all thé fluid issuing from
the tube is entirely lree ol air, cure being takcn that

FLUSHING THE SYSTEM
Should the fluid in the system becor¡e thick or
"gummy" after many years in service, or after a
vehicle has been laid up for some considerable time,
the system should be drained, flushed and re-filled.
It is recommended that this should be carried out orrce
every five years.

Pump all fluid out of the hydraulic system through
the bleeder screw of the clutch slave cylinder. To the
bleeder screw on the slave cylinder connect one end of
a rubber tube, and allow the other end to fall into a
container, slacken the screw one complete turn and
pump the clutch pedal by depressing it quickly and
allowing it to return without assistance; repeat, with
a pause in between each operation, until no more fluid
is expelled. Discard the fluid extracted.
Fill the supply tank with ind ustrial methylated
spirit and flush the system as described above. Keep
the supply tank replenished until at least a quart of
spirit has passcd throLLgh the bleedcr screw.
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CLUTCH
Remove the master cylinder and pour off any remaining spirit. Refit the master cylinder, re-fill with
clean brake ffuid and "bleed" the system.

Note: If the system

has been contaminated by the
use of mineral oil, etc., the above process will

not prove effective. It is recommended that
the various units, including the pipe lines, be
dismantled and thoroughly cleaned and that
alI rubber parts, including flexible hoses, be
renewed. The contaminated fluid should be
destroyed immediately.

REMOVAL AND REFITTING

A FLEXIBLE

}IOSD

In some cases, the cause of laulty clutch may be
traced to a choked flexible hose. Do not attempt to
clear the obstruction by any means except air pressure,
otherwisc the hose may be damaged. lf the obstruction carrnot he clclrccl thc hose mttst be replaced by a
ncw orìc.
Removal

To

renew

proced u re

:-

a

flexible hose, adopt the lollowing

Unscrew the tube nut from the hose union, then
the locknut and withdraw the hose from the
bri¡cket. Disco¡rncct the hosc at the other end.
unscre\,v

Refitting

When re-fitting a hose, first ensure that it is not
or "kinked" (this is MOST IMPORTANT)
then pass the hose union through the bracket and,
whilst holding the union with a spanner to prevent
the hose from turning, fit the locknut and the shaketwisted

proof washer; connect up the pipe by screwing on the

underside ol a circlip ( l4) retained dished washer (3)
at the head of the cylinder. A hemispherically ended
push-rod (l) seats in a similarly formed recess at
the head of the piston. A fork end on the outer end
of the push-rod provides for attachment to the pedal.
A rubber dust excluder (2), the lip of which seats in a
groove, shrouds the head of the master cylinder to
prevent the intrusion of foreign matter.

A cylindrical spring support locates around the
inner end ol the piston and a smalI drilling in the end
ofthe support is engaged by the stem of a valve (l l).
The larger diameter head of the valve locates in a
central blind bore in the piston, The valve passes
through the bore of the vented spring support and
interposed between the spring support and an integral
flange formed on the valve is a small coiled spring (9).
A lipped rubber seal (10) registers in a groove around
the end of the valve. This assembly forms a recuperation valve which controls fluid flow to and
from the reservoir.
When the foot pedal is in the OFF position the
master cylinder is fully extended and the valve is held
clear ol the base of the cylinder by the action of the

main spring. In this condition the master cylinder is
communication with the reservoir, thus

in fluid

permitting recuperation ol any ffuid loss sustaincd,
particularly during the bleeding operation.
When a load js applied to the foot pedal the
piston moves down the cylinder against the compression of the main spring. Immeadiately this movement is in excess of the valve clearance the valve
closes under the influence of its spring and isolates
the reservoir. Further loading of the pedal results in
the discharge offluid underpressure from the outlet
connection, via the pipe lines to the clutch slave

tube-n ut.

cylinder.

THE MASTER CYLINDER (Fie.27)

Removal of the load lrom the pedal reverses the
sequence, the action ol the main spring returns the
master cylinder to the extended position.

Principle of operation

The master cylinder is mechanically linked to
the clutch pedal and provides the hydraulic pressure
necessary tt-r operate the clutch. The components of
the master cylinder are contained within the bore
ol a body which at its closed end has two 90' opposed
integral pipe connection bosses, Integrally formed
around the opposite end of the cylinder is a flange
provided with two holes for the attachment bolts. In
the unloaded condition a spring loaded piston (4),
carrying lwo senls (5 and l3) is heltl against the
Page E.26

Removal

Drain the clutch reservoir and detach the inlet and

outlet pipes from the clutch master cylinder, by
unscrewing the two union nuts. Detach the master
cylinder push-rod from the clutch pedal from inside
the car by removing the split pin and withdrawing the
clevis pin. Remove the clutch master cylinder from
the housing situated inside the engine comparlment by

lemoving two rluts.

CLUTCH

Fig.

l.

27.

Sectional view of the clutch nnster cylindet

push rod.

2. Dust excluder.
3. Dished washer.
4. Piston.
5. Cup seal.
6. Body.
7. Return spring.
Renewing the Master Cylinder Seals

Ease the dust excluder clear of the head of the
master cylinder,
With suitable pliers remove the circlip; this will
release the push rod complete with dished washer.
Withdraw the piston and remove both seals.
Withdraw the valve assembly complete with springs
and supports. Remove the seal from the end of the
valve.

Lubricate the new seals and the bore ofthe cylinder
with brake fluid, fit the seal to the end of the valve
ensuring that the lip registers in the groove. Fit the
seals in their grooves around the piston.
Insert the piston into the spring support, ensuring
that the head of the valve engages the piston bore.
Lubricate the piston with Castrol Rubber Grease
H.95159 and slide the complete assembly into the
cylinder body taking particular care not to damage or
twist the seals. The use of a fitting sleeve is advised.
Position the push-rod and depress the piston
sufficiently to allow the dished washer to seiìt on the

8. Spring support.
9. Valve spring.
10. Seal.
I l. Valve.
12. Spring support.
I3. Sealing ring,
14. Circlip,
shoulder at the head of the cylinder. Fit the circiip
and check that it fully engages the groove.

Fill the dust excluder wìth clean Castrol H.95l5g
Rubber Grease.
Reseat the dust excluder around the head
master cylinder.

of

the

Master Cylinder Push-rod-Free Travel

To ensure that this piston returns to the fully
extended position clearance is provided between the
enlarged head of the push-rod, the piston and dished
washer. As this washer also forms the return stop

for the clutch pedal, no means of acljustment

is

necessary.

Refitting
Secure the master cylinder to the vehicle by fitting
the fixing nuts at the ffange. Connect the pipes to the

inlet and outlet connections, the push rod to the
pedal, and bleed the system. Check for leaks by

depressing the clLrtch pedal once or twice and examin-

ing all hydraulic conncctions.
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THE SLAVE CYLINDER (Fie.28)

Assembling

Prior to assèmbly, smear all internal parts and'the
bore of the body with Rubberlube.
Fit the spring (l) in the cup filler (2) and insert
these parts, spring uppermost, into the bore ol the

The clutch slave cylinder consists ol a body
which incorporates two threaded connections and is
bored to accommodate a piston (5) against the inner
face of which a rubber cup (3) is loaded by a cup
filler (2) and a spring (1); the travel of the piston is
limited by a circlip (6) fitted in a groove at the end of
(4)

body

the bore. A rubber boot (7) through which a push-rod
passes, is fitted on to the body to prevent the intrusion
of dirt or moisture.
One of the connections in the body receives a pipe
from the clutch master cylinder, whilst the other is
fitted with a bleeder screw; the connectiotl for the
pipe is parallel to the moLtnting flange on the body'

On later cars an hydrostatically operated slave

cylinder is fitted and, as normal clearance is automatically compensated, no clearance adjustment is

Remove the circlip (6) lrom the end of the bore
and apply a low air presstlre to the open conlrectiòn to
expel the piston (5) ancl the other parts; remove the

leq tri red.

The new slave cylinder can be identified by the
irbscncc

bleeder screw.

4.
5.
6.

Rubber cup.

Fig.28.

removed

Note:

Dismantling

Cup ñller.

if

previously, and offer up the slave cylinder to the
vehicle, with the push-rod entering the bore. Secure
the cylinder with the fixing screws and stretch the
large end ol the boot into the groove on the body'
Fit into their respective connections the bleeder screw
and the pipe from the clutch master cylinder.
"Bleed" the clutch as described on page E.9.

To remove from the vehicle, disconnect the pipe'
detach the rubber boot from the body and remove the
fìxing screws; leave the push-rod attached to the
vehicle. Il the boot is not being rencwed it may be
lelt on the push-rod.

Spring.

Follow up with the cup (3), lip leading,

Refitting
Fit the rubber boot (7) on the push-rod,

Removal
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(4).

taking care not to turn back or buckle the lip; then
insert the piston (5), ffat lace innermost, and fit the
circlip (6) into the groove at the end of the bore.

of it t'etrtru spring.

Body.
Piston,

Circlip.

The clttlch slave cvlinder

7.

Rubber bool

CLUTCH

LI

Cover.
Spring retaining ring.
Release ring.
Diaphragm spring.

Driving plate.

Fig.29.

Pressure plate.

Expioded view of tlrc clntch unit.

Driven plate assembly.
Clip.
Release bearing.

Clip.
Bolt.
Spring washer.
Balance weight.

THE CLUTCH UNIT
DESCRIPTION (Fig.

2e)

(Later Cars)
A

The driven plate assembly (7) is of the flexible
centre type, in wh.ich a splined hub is indirectly
attached to a disc and transmits the power and
overrun through a number of coil springs held in

graphite release bearing (9) is shrunk into a
bearing cup \ryhich is mounted on the throw-out forks
and held by the release bearing retainer springs.
GENERÄL INSTRUCTIONS

position by shrouds.
The cover assembly aonsists ofa pressed steel cover
and a cast iron pressure plate (6) loaded by a spring

(l)

assembly.

The spring assembly consists of a diaphragm spring
(4) and a release ring (3) which is held flexibly in the
lugs of the pressure plate by means of a spring retaining ring (2).

Balancing

of the clutch assembly is effected by

drilting holes in the loose cover plate,

To enable the balance of the assembly to be preserved after dismantling there are corresponding
paint marks on the cover plate and driving plate. In
addition, there are corresponding reference numbers
stamped in the flanges of the cover and driving plate.
Vy'hen reassembling'ensure that the markings coincide and that, when refitting the clutch to the
flywheel, the letter "B" stamped adjacent to one of the
dowel holes co-incides with the "8" stamped on the
edge ofthe flywheel.
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CLUTCH
REMOVAL
In order to remove the clutch, the engine and gearbox must be first removed (see Section B-Engine,
Removal).
Remove gearbox and clutch housing from engine.
Remove the bolts securing the clutch to the flywheel
and withdraw the clutch assembly.

DISMÄNTLING
Remove the retaining ring and separate the diaphragm spring from the pressure plate.

Il the clutch is faulty, it should be replaced as a
complete assembly but, should this not be practicable,
to dismantle completely proceed as follows:Fig.

30

Bulunce mat ks ott

The clutch is balanced in conjunction with

the graphite release bearing ring is badly worn

it should be replaced by

Mark all parts to ensure that they are assembled
in the same relative position.

2.

Place the clutch f¿rce downwa¡ds

the

flywheel by means of loose balance pieces (13) which
are fitted under the appropriate securing bolt. Each
balance piece must be re-fitted in its original position,
the number stamped on the balance weight córresponding to the number stamped on the cover plate.
There are three balance weights stamped 1, 2 and 3,
the weight stamped 3 being the heaviest.

If

l.
tltc clutclt und flyvheel.

on the bench.

(a) Lilt off the cover.
(b) Remove the retaining ring.

(c) Lilt out the diaphragm spring.
(cl) Remove the three spring clips.

(e) Lilt the driving plate off the pressure plate.

3.

a complete bearìng assembly.

Exar¡ine all parts, paying particular attention to
the following points:
(a) Check

for

excessive clearance between the

pressure plate lugs and the locafing apertures

ìn the driving plate.
(b) Check for heat discoloration, distortion or
surlace darnage at pressure plate face.

(c) Check for wear on driven plate facings.
(d) Check

for loss of

segnrents between

cushion on the spring
the facings.

ASSEMBLING

It is essential that all major components be returned
to their original positions ilthe balance of the assembly
is

to be preserved.

Apply a trace of molydisulphide or zinc based grease
srdes of the pressure plate lugs, fulcrum points
lor the diaphragrn spring on the pressure plate,
driving pìate and cover and also to the finger-tips
where they enter the release tubes.

to the

Fig.
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31.

ldenti.frcation marks

fot hulance weights.

CLUTCH
When fitting the retaining ring ensure that the l2
crowns fit into the grooves in the l2 pressure plate
lugs and that the I I depressions of the undulations
are fitted so as to press on the spring, that is, with
the cranked ends of the rings uppermost. It is most

important that the retaining ring fits the full depth
of the groove in the lugs.

REFIT'TING
Place the driven plate on the flywheel taking care
that the larger part of the splined hub faces the gear-

box. Centralise the plate on the flywheel

by means

of

a dummy shaft (a constant pinion shaft may be used
for this purpose). Secure the cover assembly wìth the
six setscrews and spring washers, tightening the screws
a turn at a time by diagonal selection. Ensure that the
"B" stamped adjacent to one of the dowel holes coincides with the "8" stamped on the periphery of the
flywheel.
Fi¡1.33. Çhtckitrg t.luttlt

utul ll-rt,ltet,l bulatttt,

CONDITION OF CLUTCH FACINGS
The possibility of further use of the friction facings
of the clutch is sometimes raised, because they have a
polished appearance after considerable service. It is

natural to assume that a rough surface will give a
higher fractional value against slipping, but tbis is not
correct.
Since the introduction of non-metallic facings of the
moulded asbestos type, in service, a polished surface
is a common experience, but it must not be confused

with a glazed surface which is sometimes encountered
due to the conditions discussed below.

Fig, -12. C¿tttrali:;in.t! the tlutch plate ttn tht,flv¡.ltt,t,l bt,nu,rttts
ttf u ltuttnt-t, .shuf t.

The ideal smooth or polished condition will provide
a normal contact, but a glazed surface may be due to
a film or a condition introduced, which entirely alters
the frictional value of the facings. These two conditions
might be simply illustrated by the comparison between
a polished wood, and a varnished surface. In the former the contact is still made by the original material,
whereas in the latter instance, a film ofdried varnish is
interposed between the contact surfaces.
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CLUTCH
clutch due to a tendency

The tbtlowing notes are issued with a view to giving
useful information on this subject:-

(a) After the clutch has been in use for some little

time, under perfect conditions (that is, with the
clutch facings working on true and polished or
ground surfaces of correct material, without the
presence of oil, and with only that amount of

quantities of oil produce a black
soaked appearance of the facings, and the effect
may be slip, fierceness, or judder in engagement,
etc., according to the conditions. If the conditions under (c) or (d) are experienced, the clutch

(d) Still greater

of the material can be clearly seen' This polished
facing is of mid-brown colour and is then in a
perfect condition.

(c) Should

increased quantities

of oil or

grease

obtain access to the facings, one or two conditions,
or a combination of the two, may arise, depending upon the nature of oil, etc.

(l)

The oil may burn off and leave on the surface
facings a carbon deposit which assumes a high
glaze and causes slip. This is a very definite,
though very thin deposit, and in general it hides
the grain of the material.

(2)

driven plate should be replaced by one fitted
with new facings, the cause of the presence of

the oil removed and the clutch and flywheel

Should oil in small quantities gain access to the
clutch in such a manner as to come in contact
with the facings it will burn off, due to the heat

little effect on clutch performance.

The oil may partially burn and leave a resinous
deposit on the facings, which frequently produces
a fierce clutch, and may also cause a "spinning'.
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to adhere

during clutch engagement.

conditions) then the surface of the facings
assumes a high polish, through which the grain

generated by slip which occurs under normal
starting conditions. The burning off of this small
amount of lubricant, has the effect of gradually
darkening the facings, but, provided the polish
on the facings remains such that the grain of the
material can be clearly distinguished, it has very

facìngs

(3) There may be a combination of (1) and (2)
conditions, which is likely to produce a judder

slip which the clutch provides for under normal

(b)

olthe

to the flywheel or pressure plate face'

face thoroughly cleaned.

PEDÄL ÄDJUSTMENT
This adjustment is most important arrd the instruc-

tions given should be carefully followed; faulty
adjustment falls under two headings:-

(a)

Insufficient free (or unloaded) pedal travel may
cause a partly slipping clutch condition which
becomes aggravated as additional wear takes
place on the facings, ar-rd this can result in a

slipping clutch leading to burning out unless
corrected. Over-travel of effective pedal movement only imposes undue internal strain and
causes excessive bearing rvear'

results in inadequate release movemen. of the bearing and
may produce a spinning plate condition that is,
dragging clutch rendering clean changes im-

(å) Too much free pedal movement

possible.
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SECTION F

GEARBOX

3.8 6('E,' TYPE

GRAND TOURI}{G MODELS

IN DEX
Page

Gearbox Ratio Data

F.3

Data

F.3

Routine Maintenance

F.4

Recommended Lubricants

F.4

Gearbox-To remove and refit

F,7

Gearbox-To dismantle

F.7

Dismantling the mainshaft
Dismantling the constant pinion shaft

Gearbox-To

Page F.2

F.8

F.9

re-assemble

Clrecking layshaft end float

F. t0

Assembling the mainshaft

F.r0

Assembling the 2nd gear synchro assembly

F.l

I

Fitting the 2nd gear assembly to the mainshaft

F,l

I

Assembling the 3rd/top synchro assembly

F.l2

Fitting the 3rd/top synchro assembly to the mainshaft

F.'12

Assembling the constant pinion shaft

F.

Assembling the gears to the casing

F.l4

Fitting the top cover

F.l4

Fitting the rear cover

F.l4

Fitting the clutch housing

F,l4
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GEARBOX

GEARBOX
The gearbox is ofthe four-speed type with synchromesh on the second, third and top gears; these gears
are of
single helical form and are in constant mesh. The first and reverse gears have spur teeth which
slide

into

Gearbox
Ratios

mesh.

Overall Ratios

Gearbox prefix

EB

EB

EB

EB

EB

Gearbox suffix

JS

JS

JS

JS

JS

First and Reverse

3.377

Second

Third

:

9'894

:

I

l0'367:1

ll'954

I

5'449

:

I

5'710:

I

6.584

I

6'156:

:

I

4.246

:I

3.759

:

I

3'938

:

I

4'54t

3.31

:I

2'93

:

I

3'07

:

I

3'54

3'31

:

2.93

:

t

3.07

:

I

3.54

1:l

Axle ratios

11.177: I

l'86 :
l'283

Top

1

I

Ordering Spare Parts

It is essential when ordering spare parts for an individual gearbox, to quote the preûx and suffix letters in
addition to the gearbox number.
The gearbox number is stamped on a lug situated at the left-hand rear corner of the gearbox
casing and on the

top cover.

DATA
Second gearend-float on mainshaft-.002, to,004,, (.05 to .10 mm.)
Third gear end-float on mainshaft-.002, to .004,, 1,05 to ,10 mm.)
Layshaft end-float on countershaft-.002,, to .004,, (.05 to .10 mm.)
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GEARBOX

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
Remove the front aperture cover now exposed and
insert a tubular wrench through the aperture to remove
the plug.

EVERY 2,500 MILES (4,000 KM.)
Gearbox

Oil

Level

Check the level ofthe oil in the gearbox with the car
standing on level ground. A combined level and filler
plug is fitted on the left-hand sìde of the gearbox.

In the interests of cleanliness always cover the carpets before carrying out any lubrication operations.

Clean off any dirt from around the plug before
removing it.

EVERY 10,000 MILES (16,000 KM.)
Changing the Gearbox Oil
The draining of the gearbox should be carried out
at the end of a run when the oil is hot and therefore
will flow more freely. The drain plug is situated at the
front end of the gearbox casing.

The level of the oil should be to the bottom of the
filler and level plug hole.

The filler plug is accessible from inside the car
through an aperture in the left-hand vertical face of
the gearbox cowl, To obtain access to the plug
remove the seat cushion, slide the seat rearwards to
the full extent; lift the front carpet and roll forward
to expose the two snap fasteners retaining the gearbox
cowl trim panel to the floor.
Release

After all the oil has drained replace the drain plug
and refill the gearbox with the recommended grade of
oil through the combined filler and level plug hole
situated on the left-hand side of the gearbox casing;
the level should be to the bottom of the hole.

the snap fasteners and raise the panel.

\)

Fig.

1.

Fie. 2.

Showing the gearbox.frller and level plug access hole

The gearbox drain plug.

Recommended Lubricants
Mobil

CastroÌ

Shell

B.P.

Esso

Duckham

Regent

CaltexiTexaco

Shel

Mobiloil
A
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Castrol

XL

I

x r00
30

Esso

Motor Oil 20W

30

.\

Energol

NOL

SAE 30

30

Havoline

30

GEARBOX

6!

c(
OJ

3ó

3¡

I

3
a

3Þ

^ç."
/')
d ou,

l. Gearbox case
2. Drain plug and oil filler plug
3. Fibre washe¡
4. Locking plate
5. Setscrew
6. Spring washer
'7. Ball bearing
8. Circlip
9. Ball bearing
10. Collar
I l. Circlip
12. Fibre washer
13. Casket
14. Rear end cover
I5. Gasket
16. Oil seal
l7. Speedometer drive gear
18. Lockíng screw
19. Washer
20. "O" ring

-6) c
nUa
-23
24

21. Remote control
22. Top cover
23. Switch
24. Gasket
25. Gasket
26. Dowel
27. Ball
28. Plunger
29. Spring
30. Shims
3i. Plug.
32. Washer
33. Stud
34. Welch washer
35. Welch washer
36. Plug
37. Fibre washer
38. Plug
39. Copper washer
FÌ9.

3.

assembly

4.0. Striking rod assenrbly-lst and 2nd

gears
-gea.s

Striking rod assembly-3rd and top
!!.
42. Striking rod-reverse gear
43. Stop
4!. Change speed fork-lst and 2nd gears
15. Change speed fork-3rd and top þears
46. Change speed fork-reverse gear
47. Selector-3rd and top gears
48. Plunger
49. Spring
50. Ball
5 l.
Spring
52. Dowel screw
53. Ball
54. Housing
55. Bush
56. Gasket
57. Breather
58. Fibre washer
59. "O" ring

60. Retaining clip
61. Selector shaft
62. Selector finger
63. Screw
64. Welch washer
65. Pivot jaw
66. Washer
67. Spring washer
68. "D" Washer
69. Selector lever
70. Bush
7l.. Washer
72. Spring washer
73. Pivot pin
74. Gear lever
75. Knob
76. Nut
77. Bush
78. Washer
79. Washer

Exploded vÌetv o/ the gearbox casing and top cover.
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39

.I

S

38
1
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Fig.4.

l. Flange
2. Nut
3. Washer
4. Split pin
5. Main shaft
6. Speedometer driving gear
'7. Distance piece
8. Synchronising sleeve-2nd
9. Spring
10. Ball
I l. Pl"rnger
12. lst speed gear
13. 2nd speed gear
14. 3rd speed gear
15. Needle roller

Exploded víew of the gears
Plunger
t'7. Spring
16

18.

Thrust washer

r9.
20.

Synchronising sleeve
Operating sleeve
Shim
Constant pinion shaft
Roller bearing
Oil thrower

zt.
,J
gear

'r1
24.

25.
26.
27.

28.
29.
30.

Locknut
Tab washer
Reverse gear
Reverse spindle

Lever

Fulcrum pin

31. Slotted rrut I
32. Plain washer
33. Split pin
34. Reverse slipper
35. Sealing ring
36. Countershaft
3'7, Cear unit on countershaft
38. Retaining ring
39. Needle roller
40. Thrust washer
41. Thrust washer
42. Retaining ring
43. Thrust washer
44 Thrust washer
45. Sealing ring

GEARBOX

GEARBOX_TO REMOVE AND REFIT
In order to remove the gearbox it is necessary to

in Section B "Engine".

remove the gearbox and engine as an assembly as described

GEARBOX-TO DISMANTLE
Drain the gearbox by removing plug and fibre washer
situated at base of the casing. place gearbox in neutral

and remove the ten setscrews with spring washers

securing the top cover. Lift off top cover noting that
this is located by two dowels fitted in the gearbox case.
Remove and scrap the gasket,

Fig.

6.

Showing the.removal of
.the-rear couer: note the tlutnmy
countershaf! inserted at the front end of the casing

Engage

|

Fig'

5. rtrc ,",

,",,i,,:;,',,;,:i,';îl

5=82

the to.vout of ttrc

;,;:,x,ins

Remove the clutch slave cylinder from the clutch
housing. Detach the spring clips and remove the clutch
release bearing. Release the locknut and remove the
allan headed screw securing the clutch fork to shaft.
Withdraw shaft downwards and remove fork. F¡om
inside the clutch housing remove the locking wire from
the two bolts and tap back the tabs on the locking
washers. IJnscrew the eight bolts and remove the
clutch housing.

top and first gear. Extract the split pin,

remove the nut and plain washer retaining the uni_
versal joirit flange to the mainshaft and withdraw the
flange from the splines on the shaft.
Remove the seven setscrews securing the ¡ear end
cover to the gearbox casing. (Do not disturb the lay_
shaft/reverse idler locking plate). Withdraw the end
cover complete with shafts, at the same trme inserting

a dummy countershaft into the countershaft bore at
the front of the gearbox casing (see Fig. 6). The
dummy shaft and countershaft must be kept in contact
until the countershaft is clear of the câsing.

Remove the speedometer cable drive attachment
f¡om the speedometer driven gear by rotating the
knurled thumb nut in an anti-clockwise direction.
Remove the locking screw retaining the speedometer
driven gear bush in the end cover. Withdraw the
driven gear and bearing.
Remove the fibre blank from the front end
layshaft.

.979"
B

c

.5'

(r+.eouu.)

(rztMH.

)

'75"
(re.osMH. )
D r t.t25' (28 25 cH.)

of the
Fig. 7. The dummy countershaft
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GEARBOX
Withdraw the speedo drive gear, Withdraw the
dummy countershaft allowing the layshaft gear unit
to drop into the bottom of the casing.

Push reverse gear back into the case and remove
top. Note bush which is a press fit in reverse

through
gear.

Rotate the constant pinion shaft until the two
cutaway portions of the driving gear are facing the top

and bottom of the casing. Tap the mainshaft to the
front to knock the constant pinion shaft with ball
bearing forward out of the case (see Fig. 8). Remove
the constant pinion shaft and withdraw the roller
bearing from the shaft spigot. Continue to tap mainshaft forward until free of the rear bearing. Tap the
bearing rearward out of the casing.
Push the reverse gear forward out of engagement to
clear the mainshaft first speed gear. Lift the front end
of the mainshaft upwards and remove complete with
all mainshaft gears forward out of the casing leaving
the layshaft in the bottom of the casing (see Fig. 9).
as far as it will go to
gear.
Lift out layshaft gear
clear layshaft first speed
thrust washsrs fitted
outer
unit observing inner and
gears.
care not to lose any
Take
of
the
at each end

Draw reverse wheel rearwards

needles which are located at each end of the gear unit.

Fig.9.

Renoving thc nainshaft [t',Lnt llte gearbox casittg'

DISMA,NTLING THE MAINSHÄ.FT
Withdraw the top/third gear operating and synchronising sleeves forward off the shalt. Press the
operating sleeve offthe synchronising sleeve and remove
the sx synchronising balls and springs' Remove the

interlock plungers and balls from the synchro sleeve'

F/e.

8.
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The constant pinion shaft is rentoved by tapping the
ntainshaft Jorward'

'Withdraw the second gear synchronising sleeve
complete with first speed gear rearwards off the shaft'
Press the frrst speed gear off the synchronising sleeve
and remove the six synchronising ba1ls and springs.

GEARBOX
Remove the interlock ball and plunger from the synchro
sleeve.

, Press in the plunger locking the third speed gear
thrust washer (see Fig. 10) and rotate washer until
splines line up, when washer can be withdrawn.
Remove the washer forward off shaft followed by third
speed gear, taking care not to lose any needles which
will emerge as the gear is removed. Remove the spring

DISMANTLING THE CONSTÄNT PINION SHAFT
Knock back tab washer securing locknuts and
remove locknuts (right-hand thread). Withdraw the
bearing from the shaft and remove the oil thrower.

and plunger.
_

Press

in the plunger locking the

second speed gear

thrust washer (see Fig. l l) and rotate washer until

splines line up, when washer can be rvithdrawn.
Remove the washer rearwards off shaft followed by
second speed gear, taking care not to lose any needles
which will emerge as the gear is rernoved. Remove
the spring and plunger.

l rr84
Fig. 10, Depressing tlte 3rd

speect

thrust washer locking plunger.

Frg. I

L

i

Depressíng the 2nd speed thrust washer plunger.
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GEARBOX

GEARBOX-TO RE-ASSEMBI.E
CHECKING LA.YSHAFT END-FLOÄT
Check the clearance between bronze thrust washer
and the casing at rear of layshaft (see Fig' l2). The
end-ffoat should be .002" to .004" (.05 to .10 mm.).
Thrust washers are available in thicknesses of.152",

L56', .159", .162" ard .164' (3.86,3.96,4.04,4'll and
l7 mm.) to provide a means ol adjusting the end-

4.

float.

Note: The gearbox must not be gripped in a vice when
checking the end float otherwise a false reading rvill

Fig. t3. Shoritrg the holes through which lhe thrust

washer

Iocking plungers are dePressed

be obtained.
Remove dummy countershaft and insert a thin rod

in its

place.

splines. Align large hole in synchro cone and with a
steel pin compress plunger and rotate thrust washer
inìo locked position rvith cutaway in line with plunger.
Check the end-float of tlie second gear on the mainshaft
by inserting a feeler gauge between the thrust washer
and the shoulder on the mainshalt. The clearance

should be .002" to .004" (.05 to .10 mm.). Thrust
washers are available in the following thicknesses to
enable the end-float to be adiusted:
.41

l'

1.412'

Place bushed reverse gear in slipper a'nd draw gear
rearwards as far as possible to give clearance for fitting
layshaft gear unit.

ÄSSEMBLING THE MAINSHÄ.FT
Fit the needle rollers (41 off) behind the shoulder
on the mainshaft and slide the second speed gear,
synchronising cone to rear, on to rollers. Apply grease
to the needie rollers to facilitate assembly' Fit the
second speed thrust washe¡ spring and plunger into
plunger hole. Slide thrust washer up shaft and over

Fage F.10

I 1.96/l 1.99
i 2.0 1 /

.41 5'

I

1

F%l
Fig. 12. Checkîng the layshaft endfloat

-(
-(
.41 6'
-(

.473' 1 .41 4'

mm.)

12.03 mm.)

2.06/12.09 mm')

Fit the needle rollers (41 off) irr front of the shoulder

on the mainshalt and slide the third speed gear,
slrnchronising cone to front, on to rollers. Apply
grease to the needle rollers to facilitate assembly.
Fit the third speed thrust washer spring and plunger
into plunger hoie. Slide thrust washer dowu shaft and
over splines. Align large hole in synchro cone and with
a steel pin compress plunger and rotate thrust rvasher
into locked position with cutaway in line with plunger.
Check the end-float of the third gear on the mainshaft
by inserting a feeler gauge between the thrust washer
and the shoulde¡ on the mainshaft. The clearance

should be .002"

to

.004" (.05

to

.10

mm.)'

Thrust

GEARBOX
lvashers are available in the following thicknesses to
enable the end-float to be adjusted:
.47 t' I .472'-(1r .961r 1 .99 mm.)
.41 3' 1 .47 4'
mm.)
-(12.01/12.03
.47 5' 1 .41 6'
2.06/ 12.09 mm.)

-(l

ASSEMBLING THE 2nd GEAR
SYNCHRO ASSEMBLY

Fit the springs and balls (and shims if fitted) to the
six blind holes in the synchro sleeve. Fit the lst speed
gear to the 2nd speed synchronising sleeve with the
relieved tooth of the internal splines in the gear in line
with the stop in the sleeve (see Fig. 14). Compress
the springs by means of a hose clip or by inserting the
assembly endwise in a vice and slowly closing the
jaws. Slide the operating sleeve over the synchronìsing
sleeve until the balls can be heard and felt to engage
the neutral position groove.

It should

require 62 Io 68 lbs. (2g to

3l

kg.) pressure

to disengage the synchronising sleeve fronr the neutral
position in the operating sleeve. In the absence of the
necessary equipnrent to check this pressure, grip the
operating sleeve in tl.re palnts of the hands and press

the synchronising sleeve with the fingers until it
disengages front the neutral position; it should require
firnr finger pressure before disengaging. Shims can be
fitted underneath the springs to adjust the pressure of
the balls against the operating sleeve.

tl?T-l
Fig. 15. lyirh thc lst gcur e.ngaged and slight downtvard pressure
on tlrc syn¿fi¡¡¡ asremhl¡, tlteo2nd gcar alsenúly sttoulà be free

FITTING THE 2nd GEAR ASSEMBLY
TO THE MAINSHAFT
Fit the lst speed gearl2nd speed synchro assembly to
the mainshaft (any spline) and check that the synchro
sleeve slides freely on the mainshaft, when the bail
and plunger is not fitted. If it does not, try the sieeve
on different splines on the mainshaft and check for
burrs at the end of the splines.
Remove the synchro assembly from the inainshaft,
fit the ball and plunger and refit to the same spline on

the mainshaft.
Check the inte¡iock plunger as follows:Slide the outer operating sleeve into the first gear

position as shown in Fig.

15.

With slight downwa¡d pressure on the

synchro

assembly the 2nd speed gear should rotate freely without

any tendency for the synchro cones to rub.

F!5.

,llhen fttittg the lst speed gear to tlrc 2nd speed synchro_
ilre retreyed tootlr on the internal splines nusl be ìn line
tvith the stop pin in the s'leet,e

1a.

steeve

If the synchro cones are felt to rub, a longer plunger
should be fitted to the synchro sleeve. plungers are
available in the following lengths:.490', .495', and '500" (12.4, 12.52 and 12.65
mm.);
Page F.i1

GEARBOX
ASSEMBLING THE 3rd/TOP SYNCHRO
ASSEMBLY

Fit the springs and ba1ls (and shims jl fitted) to the
six blind holes in the inner synchronising sleeve. Fit
the wide charnfer end ol the operating sleeve to the
large boss end of inner synchronising sleeve (see Fig.
16) with the two reLieved teeth ìn operating sleeve in

Fis. 17. The relieved tooth in the operaling sleeve ntust be in line
wÌth the interlock holes in the synchro sleeve,

FITTING THE 3Td/TOP SYNCHRO ASSEMBLY
TO THE MAINSHAFT

Fit the interlock balls and plungers, balls first, to
the holes in the synchronising
'When

sleeve.

fitting the 3rd speed/top gear synchro assembly

to the mainshaft note the following points:Fig. 16. The tvide chantfer cnd of tlte operaling slaeve nust be
ftted to the same skle as the large hoss on the st,nchro sleeve,

üne with the two ball and plunger holes in the synchronising sleeve (see Fig. i7). Compress the springs by
means of a hose clip or by inserting the assembly
endwise in a vice and slowly closing the jaws. Slide the
operating sleeve over the synchronising sleeve until
the balls can be heard and felt to engage the neutral
position groove.

(a)

There are trvo transverse grooves on the mainshaft
splines which take the 3rd/top synchro assembly
and the reLieved tooth at the wide chamfer end of
the
the outer operating sleeve must be in line
"yith
foremost groove in the mainshaft (Fig. 18). Failure
to observe this procedure will result in the locking

plungers engaging the wrong grooves thereby
preventing full engagement of top and third gears.

(b) The wide
It should require 52 to 58 lbs. (24 to 26kg.)

pressure

to disengage the synchronising sleeve from the neutral
position in the operating sleeve. In the absence of the
necessary equipment to check this pressure, grip the
operating sleeve jn the palms of the hands and press the
synchronising sleeve rvith the fingers until it disengages
from the neutrai positicn; it should require firm finger
pressure before disengaging. Shims can be fitted underneath the springs and balls to adjust the pressure of

the balls against the operating

Page
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sleeve.

chamfer end

of the outer operating

sleeve must be facing forward,

that is, towards

the constant pinion shaft end of the gearbo¡.
The inner sleeve must slide freely on the mainshaft,
when the balls and plungers are not fitted. If it does
not, check for burrs at the ends of the splines.

Fit the two balls and plungers to the holes in the inner
synchro sleeve and refit the synchro assembly to the
mainshaft observing points 'a' and 'b' above,

GEARBOX
Lift and lower the synchro assembly; it should be
possible to move the assembly approximately ;6' Ø'5
mm.) without any drag being felt. Also \l,ith slight
downward pressure exerted on the synchro assembly
the 3rd speed gear should be free to rotate without
any tendency for the synchro cones to rub.

If it is found that the synchro assembly does not
move freely a shorter top gear plunger should be fitted.
If the 3rd gear synchro cones are felt to rub a longer
top gear plunger shouid be f,tted; looking at the wide

chamfer end of the outer operating sleeve, the top
gear plunger is one in line with the relieved tooth in

the operating

sleeve.

Plungers are available in the following lengths:'490','495' and '500" (12.4,12'52 and 12.65 mm.).

Fig. 18, Tlte relievecl tootlt at the wide

chamfer end of thc outer
operoling sleeve must be in line v,itlr !he foremost groove in the
nninsha,ft.

Check the interlock plungers as

follows:-

Slide the 3rd/top operating sleeve over the 3rd speed
gear dogs as shown in Fig. 19. With the 3rd gear
engaged lift and lower the synchro assembly; it should
be possible to move the assembly approximately $"
(2'5 mm.) without any drag being felt. If it is found
that the synchro assembly does not move freely a
shorter 3rd speed plunger should be fitted; looking
at the wide chamfer end of the outer operating sleeve
this is the plunger that is not opposite the relieved tooth
in the operating sleeve.

Plungers are available in the following lengths:'490', '495'and .500" (12.4,12'52 and 12.65 mm.).

Next slide the operating sleeve into the top gear
position as shown in Fig. 20.

FiS. 19. Checking the 3rd speed interlock plunger wth the 3rd
speed engaged there sltould be approxitnately lr" Q 5 mlnr)
moyemenl withour drag.

ASSEMBLING THE CONSTANT PINION SHAFT
Fit the oil thrower followed by ball bearing on to
shaft with circlip and collar fitted to outer track of
bearing. Screw on nut-(right-hand thread) and fit
tab washer and locknut. Fit the roller race into the
shaft spigot bore.

Page
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GEARBOX
FITTING THE TOP COVER
Fit a new gasket on to top face of case. Offer up the
top cover, noting that this is located by two doweis
and secure in position with ten setscrews and spring
washers. (Two long screws at rear and two short
screws at front.) Fit the gearbox drain plug and fibre
washer.
(f ù,

Fig. 20. Checkíng the 4rh (top) intcrlock plungcr. Ll'irh the top
gear engaged lltere should he appt oxitnately -,56" @.76 ntlnt) axial
nrcyement willtout any drag. Ilith the lop gear .\till engaged on¿
wilh a slight downward pressure exerletl ott tlte s¡,nchro assenthl.v
the 3rd speed gear slrculd be free to rotate

Fig. 21. LiItinS ,nu ,ort,,ú,,r,,,,u,.nrc.s|,t ond in,;crting lhe dtuntny

ASSEMBLING THE GEARS TO THE CASING
Enter the mainshaft through the top of the casing
and pass to the rear througl-r bearing hole in case. Fit

FITTING THE REAR COVER
Fit a new gasket to the rear face of the gearbox
casing. Oller up the rear end cover complete with

a ne,w gasket to the front face of casing. Offer up the
constant pinion shaft at the front of the case with
cutaway portions of toothed driving member facing the
top and bottom of the casing. Tap the constant pinion

the dummy countershaft forward out of the casing.
Secure the rear cover with seven setscrews and spring

shaft to the rear until the collar and circlip on the
bearing butt against the casing. Holding the constant

counter and reverse shafts and tap into position, driving

washers.

Fit

a new

fibre washer at the front end of the counterspeedo driven gear and bearing to the

shaft. Fit the

pinion shaft in position tap in the rear bearing complete
with circlip.

rear cover.

Lift the layshaft cluster into mesh with the thin rod
and insert a dummy countershaft through the countershaft bore in front face of the casing (see Fig. 2l).

Refit the speedometer cable drive attachment to the
speedometer driven gear. Care must be taken to ensure

Engage top and first gears. Fit the Woodruff key
and speedo drive gear to the mainshaft. Fit the tab

washer and locknut and secure. Place gearbox in

that the square drive shaft protruding from the unit
has entered into the gearbox drive correctly before
tightening the nut.

neutral.

Fit the clutch operating fork and insert shaft. Fit
the locking screw and locknut. Fit the release bearing
and spring clips. Engage slave cylinder with operating
rod and slide on to studs, Fit the spring anchor plate
to lower stud and secure with the nuts. Fit the return
spüng.

Page F.14

FITTING THE CLUTCH HOUSING
Fit a new oil seal into the clutch housing, lip of oil
seal facing the gearbox.

Fit the clutch housing and secure with the eight
bolts and three tab washers and locking wire.

GEARBOX

Fig.

22. Sectioned view of

Printed in England by Buckler & Webb Lrd Church Street,
tsirmingham
,

3

the gearbox
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SECTION G

PROPELLER SHAFTS

3.8 C(E)) TYPE

GRAND TOURING MODELS

INDEX
Page

Description
Routine Maintenance
Universal joints
Sliding spline
Recontmended lubricants
Propeller Shaft
Removal

Refitting
The Universal Joints
Examine and check for wear

To clismantle
Assombling

Page G.2

G.3

G.3
G.3
G.4

G.5
G.5

G.5
G.5
G.7

PROPELLER
DESCRIì]TION

SHAFTS
with needle roller universal joints and a sliding

A Hardy Spicer propeller

shaft of the open type

splJne

at the front end is fitted.

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
The grease nipple for the front universal joint is
only accessible from inside the car through an
aperture in the left-hand vertical face of the gearbox
cowl.

To obtain access to the nipple remove the seat
cushion, süde the seat rearwards to the full extent;
lift the front carpet and ¡oll forward to expose the two
snap fasteners retaining the gearbox cowl trim panel
to the floor.
Release

the snap fasteners and ralse the

panel.

Remove the rear metal or rubber aperture cover
now exposed and insert the grease gun through the
aperture to grease the universaljoint.

It

may be necessary to move the car slightly in
to bring the nipple to the required position.

order
Fig.

l.

Access hole to

front universal joint

In the interests of cleanliness alv/ays cover the carpets
before carrying out lubrication.

Sliding Spline (Early cars)

EVERY 2,500 MILES (4,000 KM.)
Universal Joints (Early cars)

The propeller shaft is fitted with two needle roller
bearing universal joints which should be lubricated

with

The

recommended grade of grease.

The grease nipple for the rear end of the propeller
shaft is accessible from underneath the car.

The front end of the propeller shaft is fitted with a
joint which should be lubricated with the
recommended grade of grease through the nipple
situated at the rear of the universal joint yoke. The
grease nipple is accessible tl-rrough a hole in the
gearbox cowl as described in the lubrication of propeller shaft universal joints.

sliding

Note: Later cars are fitted with "sealed for life"
universal joints and sliding spline which do
not require periodic lubrication.
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PROPELLER SHAFTS

Recommended Lubricants
Mobil

Castrol

Esso

Shell

Duckham

B.P.

Regent

Caltex/Texaco

Mobilgrease

Castrolease

Retinax

Multi-purpose

MP

LM

A

Grease H

4.

Dust Cap

7.

Journal assembly

5.

Steel Washer

Sleeve yoke

6.

Co¡k Washer

8.
o

2.

Exploded liew ofpropeller shaft assembly

Marfak

All

L.2

Flange yoke

Fig.
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LB.IO

Energrease

Bolt
SelfJocking nut
Grease nipple

purpose

PROPELLER SHAFTS
PROPELLER SHAFT
Removal

To remove the propeller shaft it is necessary to
remove either the engine or the rear suspension.
As the removal of the rear suspension is the simpler
and quicker operation it is recommended that it should
be removed in prelerence to the engine. Refer to
Section K, "Rear Suspension".
Remove the two seat cushions. Remove the four
nuts securing each seat to the seat slides and withdraw
the seats.
Remol'e the two screws, on each side of the radio
control panel, which secure the ash tray.
Remove the two screws which secure each side of
the radio control panel casing to the brackets under

the instrument panel. Remove the radio control
paneL casing.

Remove the three setscrews securing the propeller
shaft tunnel cover to the body.
Place the gear lever as far forward as possible and

pull the handbrake into the ON position. Unscrew
the gear lever knob and lock nut.
Slide the propeller shaft tunnel cover over the gear
and handbrake levers and remove the tunnel cover.
Renrove the twelve screws and washers securing
the plastic gear box cowl to the body, Remove the
gearbox cowl.

Renrove the four self-locking nuts securing the
propeller shaft flange to the gearbox flange.
Withdraw the propeller shaft from the rear of the
propeller shaft tunnel.

yoke cross holes, the holes will have become oval and
the yokes must be removed.
In the case of wear of the cross holes in a fixed yoke,

which is part of the tubular shaft, only in cases of
emergency should these be replaced. They should
normally be replaced by a complete assembly.
The other parts likely to show signs of wear are the
splined sleeve yoke and splined shaft. A total of .004,,
mm.) circumferential movement, measured on the
outside diameter of the spline, should not be exceeded.
If wear has taken place above thìs limit the complete
propeller shaft should be replaced.

('l

To Dismantle
To remove the sliding joint from the spiined shaft,
unscrew the dust cap and pull back the cork washer.
Clean the paint and dìrt from the rings and top of
bearing races. Remove all the snap rings by pinching

together with a pair of pliers and prising out with a
screwdriver. If a ring does not snap out of its groove
readily, Iightly tap end of bearing race to relieve the
pressure against the ling.

Hold the joint in the hand and with a soft

nosed.

hammer tap the yoke lug as shown ìn Fig. 3.

The top bearing will gradually emerge and can
finally be removed with the fingers, (see Fig. 4).
If necessary, tap the bearing race from inside with a
small diameter bar, taking care not to damage the
bearing race. (see Fig. 5).
Repeat thìs operation for the opposite bearing.
The splined sleeve yoke or flange yoke can now be re-

moved. Rest the two exposed trunnions on wood or
Refitting

Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure
but it is essential to bleed the rear brakes after refitting
the rear suspension. Refer to Section L ,,Brakes',.

THE UNIVERSÄL JOINTS
Examine and check for'Wear

The parts most likely to show signs of wear after
long usage are the bearin,u races and spider journals.
Should looseness in the fit of these parts, load markings
or distortion be observed they should be renewed as a

unit as rvoln needle bearings used with a new spider
journal or new needle bearin_qs with a worn spider
journal u'ill wear more rapidly, making another
replacentent necessary in a short time.
It is essential that tlie bearing races are a light drive
fit in the yoke trunnion.
In the ¡are event of wear having taken place in the

Fig.

3.

Tapping the ¡'oke to renÌot? the bcaring
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PROPELLER SHAFTS

Fig,

Fie.

4.

Separating tlrc universal joint yokes,

þI¡ithdrawing the bearing front the universal joinl.

Fig. 5. Tapping out a bearing with a small

Page G.6

6.

díameter bar.

Fig, 7, Replacing a gasket retainer wilh a hollow dríft.

PROPELLER SHAFTS
lead blocks, then tap yoke with a soft nosed hammer to
remove the two remaining bearing races, Wasb all

tightly with a wooden mallet, to relieve any pressure of

parts in petrol.

the sliding

Ässembling

Insertj ournal in yoke holes and using a soft round drift
a flat face about $" (.8 mm.) smaller in diameter
than the hole in the yoke, tap the bearing into position.
Repeat this operation for the other three bearings.
Fit new snap rings and ensure that they are correctly
located in their grooves. Ifjoint äppears to bind tap

with

ting
kes
at a

Printed in England by Buckle¡ & Webb Lld., Church Slreet, Bìrminglram

3

the bearings on the end of the journal. When replacing
joint it must be refitted with its fixed yoke in

line with the fixed yoke at the end of the propeller
shaft tube. Arrows are stamped on the two parts to
facilitate alignment. (See Fig. 8).
Should any difficulty be encountered when assembling the needle ¡ollers in the housing, smear the wall
of the race with vaseline. It is advisable to install new
cork gaskets and gasket retainers on the spider assembly, using a tubular drift as shown in Fig. 7.

o the drive shaft it
sante

is

plane. The inset

two parts to facilitate
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SECTION H

REAR AXLE

3.8 C(E) TYPE
GRAND TOURING MODELS

Routine Maintenance
Checking the oil level

Half shaft lubrication
Rear wheel bearing lubrication
Changing the rear axle oil
Rear Axle
Removal

Refitting

Half Shaft
Removal

H.10

Refitting

H.t0

The Universal Joints
Checking for wear

Dismantling
Assembling

Dismantling

Hub bearing end float

¡NDEX

(contìnued]

The Differential Unit
Description

Fage

H.14

Principle of operation

H.l4

Power flow in forward driving

H.l6

Power flow iu turns

H.l6

Power flow with poor traction

H.l6

Action on rough roads

H.l6

Removing the Differential Assembly from the Carrier

H.l6

Dismantling the Differential Assembly
Removing the pinion

H.l6

Removing the output shafts

H.t7

Dismantling the output shafts

H,l7

Refitting the output shalts

H.r8

Dismantling the differential unit

H.r8

Assembling the differerrtial unit

H.2A

Checking the differential unit for wear

H.20

Pinion adjustment

H.20

Differential bearing and drive gear adjustment

H.23

Final assembly

H.24

Tooth contact
Ideal contact

H.25

High tooth contact

H.25

Low tooth contact

H.25

Toe contact
Heel contact
Backlash
Gear and pinion movement

H.2s
H.25
H.25
H.26
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REAR AXLE
DF^SCRIPTION
The rear axle unit (Fig. 1) is the Salisbury 4.HU type. It is mounted independently frorn the hubs and road
wheels and is fitted with the Thornton "Powr-Lok" differential unit. Short drive shafts with universal joints at each
end are coupled to the axle output shafts. These output shafts also provide a mounting for the discs of the inboard
mounted disc brakes.

Fig.

1.

Sectioned viev, of the axle u¡til

DATA
output shaft End Float
Di-fferential Bearing P¡eload
Pinion Bearing Preload
Backlash

Page H.4

.001" to '003" ('02 to '07 mm.)
'006 to '010" ('15 fo '25 mm.) shim allowance
8 to 12lbs/in. ('09 to '14 kg/m')
As etched on drive gear-minimum
'004" ('10 mm.)

REAR AXLE
Tightening Torque
Cear Bolts

-Drive

to 80 lb.fr. (9'7 to I 1.1 kgm.)
to 65 lb.ft. (8.3 to 9.0 kgm.)
120 to 130 lb.ft. (16.6 to 18.0 kgm.)
40 to 45 lb.ft. (s.5 to 6.2 kgm.)
70
60

Bearing Cap Bolts

-Differential
Nut
-Pinion
Thornton "Powr-Lok" Differential

Bolts

Axle Ratios
3.07:1(43x14)
3.31 :

I (43x13)

3'54:1(46x13)
The axle gear ratio is stamped on a tag attached to the assembly by one of the rear cover screws. The axle serial
number is stamped on the underside of the gear carrier liousing.
Reconditioning Scheme (Great Britain only).
Although full servicing instructions for the rear axle are given in this section it is recommended that, whereve¡
possible, advantage is taken of the factory reconditioning scheme particularly in view of the intricate adjustments
and the number of special tools required.
Reconditjoned axles are supplied on an exclrange basis and comprise an axle complete less half shafts, hubs and
brake details; rear axles for ovelhaul should therefore be returned in this condition.

Recommended Lubricants

Mobil

Castrol

Shell

Esso

B.p.

Duckham

Regent

Caltexl

Rear

Esso
Mobilube Castrol Spirax Gear Oil
GX 90
Hypoy 90 EP cP 90/t40

Axle

Rear wheel

bearings

Mobilgrease Castrolease

MP

LM

Retinax

A

Esso

Texaco

Gear Oil
SAE 90 Ep.

Hypoid
90

Multi- Energrease LBl0

purpose
Grease H

L2

Multigear
Lubricant

Ep

90

Marfak

All
purpose

Capacities
Imperial
pints

pints

a3

3+

U,S.

Litres

t.6
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2.

Exploded view of the axle unit

REAR AXLE

t. Gear carrier
2.

Setscrew

3.

Lockwasher

4.

Cover

5.

Plug

6.

Gasket

7.

Elbow

8.

Breather

9.

Setscrew

t0.

Spring washer

lt.

Roller bearing

t2.

Crown wheel and pinion

13. Setscrew
14. Locking plate
15. Roller bearing
16. Shim
17, Distance piece

18. Shim
19. Roller bearing
20, Oil thrower
21, Oil seal
22. Gasket
21. Companion flange
24. Nut
25. Washer
26. Output shaft
27. Roller bearing
28. Distance piece
29. Shim
30. Bearing housing
31. Shim
32. Bolt
33. Spiing washer
34. Oil seal
35. Flange
l:6, Nut
37. Tab washer
38. Washer
39. Bolt

&.

Self locking nut

41. Differential case
42. Fla¡. friction plate
43, Dished friction plate
+4. Friction plate
45. Sid€ gear ring

ß.

Side gear

47. Pinion
48. Shaft
49, Bolt

mate gear
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REAR AXLE

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
EYERY 2,500 MILES (4,000 km.)
Checking Rear Axle Oil Level
Check the level of the oil in the rear axle with the
car standing on level ground.
A combined filler ald level plug is fitted in the rear
of the axle casing accessible from underneath the car,

Clean off any dirt from around the plug before
removing it.
The level of the oil should be to the bottom of the
filler and level plug hole; use only HYPOID oil of
the correct glade and since different brands may not
mix satisfactorily, draining and refilling is preferable
to replenishing if the brand of oil in the axle is

wheel. Clean off the area around the dust cap to
ensure that no dirt enters the hub. Prise out the cap
and inject the recommended grade of grease through
the hole until no more will enter. lf a pressure gun
is used take care not to build-tìp pressure in the hub
as the grease may escape past the oil seal. Refit the
dust cap.

unknown.

FiS.4. HaUshaft ttnirctsal ioitrr

greose ttipples

nÀ
Fig.3.

Rear axle level ond fller (the exhaust pipes hove
ren

ot,ed fo

r

i I I us

been

lr at i¡,e purpose s)

Rear Axle Half Shafts (Early cars)
The two rear axle half shafts are fitted with needle
roller bearing universal joints which should be lubricated with the recommended grade of grease through
the nipples provided. One nipple is situated at each

joint,

Note: Later cars are fitted with "Sealed for life"
universal joints which do not require periodic
lubrication.

EVEll.Y 10,000 MILES (16,000 km.)
Rear Wheel Bearings
A hole in the hub bearing housing for lubrication
of the wheel bearings is accessible after removal of the

Page FI.8

Fig 5. Rcu

uheel httb hearing grease cop

REAR AXLE
Changing the Rear Axle Oil

The draining of the rear axle should be carried out
at the end of a run when the oil is hot and will therefore flow more freely. The drain plug is situated in
the base of the differential casing.
After the oil has drained, replace the drain plug
and ¡efill the rear axle with the recommended grade of
oil after removal of the combined filler and level piug
situated in the rear cover.
Thr: level of the oil should be to the bottom of the
filler and level plug hole when the car is standing on
level ground.
Use only HYPOID oil of the correct grade.

Fig.

6.

Rear axle drain

plug. (The

exhaust pipes haye been remoyed

for illustrative

TIIE

purposes)

.A,XLE UNIT

Remoral

The following removal and refitting operations are
described assuming the rear suspension is removed
from the car. If it is possible for the operations to be
carried out with the rear suspension in position on the
car the fact will be noted in the text,
Remove ihe rear suspension assembly from the car

(as described in section K "Rear Suspension").
Iuvert the suspension assembly on a bench and remove
the 14 bolts securing the tie plate. Remove the tie
plate and disconnect the four hydraulic damper and
spring units, Remove the four self locking nuts
securìng the half shaft universal joint to the brake

disc and axle output shaft flange. Owing to heat
dissiprtion from the brake disc, it is most important
that the locknuts fitted on the output shaft flange studs

are of the metal and not nylon locking type. Withdraw the half shaft from the bolts noting the number
of camber shims. Remove one self-locking nut from
the inner rvishbone fulcrum shaft and drift out the
shaft. Remove the hub, halfshaft, wishbone and radius
arm assembly and repeat the procedure at the other
siCe. Remove the two bolts secu¡ing the handbrake

Fig.7.

Showing the lop axle casing mounting bolts

compensator linkage and withdraw the compensator.
Disconnect the hydraulic feed pipes at the brake
calipers. Turn the suspension assembly over and

remove the locking wire from the four differential

Page H.9

REAR AXLE
carrier mounting bolts. Unscrew the mounting bolts
and remove the cross beam from the dìfferential
carrier by tilting forward over the nose of the pinion.

Fig.

Fig.

8.

Removing the cross beant from lhe axie

9.

l|/ithdrarving tlrc rear huLt qnd la¡ri¿r .fiottt rhc hal.f shaft
using Churchill Tooi No. '17

Ltnit

Refitting

Refltting is the leverse of the removal procedure,
should be noted however, that t[.re inner wishbone
fulcruur shalt self-locking nut should be tightened to
a torque of 55 lb.ft. (7'6 kgm.). The four differential
carrier mountrng bolts on the top of the cross beam
should be tightened to a torque of 75 lbs/ft. (i0'4

it

kelm.).

HALF SHAFT'
Removal

Remove the lower wishbone oute¡ fulcrum shaft
(as described in Sectiot K "Rear Suspension").
V/ithdraw the split pin and remove the castellated
plain
extractor, -fool

nut and

No. i.7 (See "Special Tools" PageH.27) withdraw the
hub and hub carrier frorn the splined end cf the half
shaft, retaining the inner oil seal track and the endfloat spacer. (Early Cars were fitted with shims in
addition to the spacer). Remove the front hydraulic
damper and spring unit (as described in Section K
"Rear Suspension"). Remove the fott¡ steel t,vpe
self-locking nuts securìng the hallshaft inner universal
joint to ihe axle output shaft flange and inboard
brake disc.

V/ithdraw the half shaft fronr the bolts noting the
number of camber shims. (Fig. 10).

Page

H.l0

Fig.

washer. Using the

10.

Withdraw'ing the half shaJr

Refitting
car-nber shims, place tl.re half'shaft
joint
over the four bolts arld fit the
inner universal
four locknuts. Ref,t the front hydraulic damper and
spring unit (as ciescribed in Section K "Rear Suspension"). Bring the hub carrier into line with the
splineci end of the half shaft. Place ihe inner oil seal
track, the errd-ffoat spacer on to the shaft and
introduce the shaft into the hub. Aiign the split pin
hole in the halfshaft with the hcle in the hub. iocate

Replace

the

REAR AXLE
the splines a¡id leed the splined shaft into the hub.
Wirer.r tlie threaded end ernerges sr.rffrcierrtiy reht the
washcr and castcllated nut and draw tl.re shalt into
position by tightening the nn1 to t40 Ib.fi. ( 19.3 k_enr.)
torque. Rcplace the split pin. Refit the lower *'lshbone
outer fulcrì-lm shalt as dcscl'ibed in Section K "Rear
Suspension". Il the halfshaft has bcen rcnewcd it
wrll be necessary to check the carnber ol the wheels
as desclibed in Scction K "Rcar Suspersion".

l.ig.

12

Tappittg thc.vol;e to reilnre tlrc beating

Dismantling
Clear.r the

paiqt and dirt fronr the rings and top of

bearing races. Remove all the snap rings by pinching
togetlrcr with a pail ol pliels and prisiirg ou1 with a
screlvclriver. If a riDg docs lrot snap out ol its groove
readily lightly tap the end ol the bcaring Lace to
relieve the pressure against the rirrg.
Hold the joint. in the hand and '"vith a soft nosed
harnmel tâp the yoke lug ¿rs showrl in Fig. 12.
The bearing r;ill gradually enlerge and can fìnaliy
be removecl with the fingers (see Fig. 13).

Fig 1 I

I'llhett arscntlt!ittg the httb to tlte halJ'shaft ensu¡c thnt tlte
split pitr hufu unrl actt';.s hcl<'are irt alignntcttt

TFIE UNI\/ERSAL .IOINI'S
Examire and Check fc¡r Wear
The par t lrost likely to slror,r' wear after long usage
are the bearing r¡rces and spicler journals. Should

in tite fit of these parts, loacl ntarkirrgs or
distortion be o'bscrved, they should be renewed as a
unit, as i+orn reecilc bearìngs used with a nerv spider
journal or new needle bearings u,ith a worn spidel
journal will rvear more rapidl¡,, making another replacement lìecessary in a short time.
Iooseness

It

is essential that the bearin¡¡ races are a

lj_sl..t

drive

fit in the yoke tnurnion.
In the l'are event of rvear I'raving taken place in the
yoke cross holes. tl.re holes ri'ill have become oval and
the yokes nrt.st be ren-roved.
In the case of ',vear ol the cross holes in a f,red
yoke, which is part of the tubular shaft. only in a case
of emergency should these be replaced. They should
normalll'be replaced by' a cor.nplete assembl)'.

Fig. 13. yyithdrawing the bearing front the unirersal jainl
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R.EAR AXLE
Assembling

Insert the journal in the yoke holes and using a
soft round drift with a flat face +' ( 8 mm.) smaller
in diameter than the hole in the yoke, tap the bearings into position. Repeat this operation for the other
three bearings. Fit new snap rings and ensure that
they are correctly located in their grooves. If the

joint

appears

to bind, tap [ghtly with a

wooden

mallet to relieve any pressure of the bearings on tl.re
end of the journal.
Should any difficulty be encountered when assembling the needle rollers in the housing, smear the wall
of the race with vaseline. It is advisable to install new
cork gaskets and gasket retainers on the spider assembly

using a tubular drift.

THE REAR HUB
Removal

Remove the halfshaft from the hub as described
under "Halfshaft Removal". Remove the outer
wishbone fork from the hub carrier as described
under "Wishbone Removal" (Section K "Rear

IrõA
FiS. 14. Tapping out a bearing v,ith a small diameler bar

If necessary tap the bearing race from inside with a
small diameter bar taking care not to damage the
bearing race (see Fig. 14).
Repeat the operation for the opposite bearing.
The flange yoke can now be removed. Rest the two
exposed trunnions on wood or lead blocks, then tap
the yoke with a soft nosed hammer to remove the
'Wash
all parts in petrol.
two ¡emaining bearing races.

Fig, 15, Separating the universal joint
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yokes

Fig. 16, Pressing rhe hub from rhe hub carrier

REAR AXLE
Suspension"). Remove the hub carrier and the hub.
To Dismantle

Invert the hub carrier so that the inner hub bearing
is at the top and press out the hub (Fig. 16) with the
outer bearing inner race and the outer oil seal track
in place, discarding the oute¡ oil seal. Prise out the
inner oil seal and remove the inner bearing inner race.

Drift out the outer races of the inner and outer bearings
necessary. lVithdraw the outer bearing inner race
with a suitable extractor.

if

Fig. 17. Removing the hub from the hub carrier

Refitting

If new bearings are to be fitted,

press new inner and

outer bearing outer races into the hub carrier ensuring
that they seat correctly in their recesses.
\ilith the hub carrier held so that the outer bearing
will be at the top, place the outer bearing inner race in
position and press the outer oil seal into its recess.
Press the hub with the outer oil seal track in position
into the outer bearing inner race until the hub is lully
home.

Hub Bearing End Float
Hold the hub and hub carrier vertically in a vice
v¡ith the inner end of the hub uppermost. Place the
Special Collar (Tool No. J.15) on the hub, Place the
inner bearing inner race on the hub and press the
race onto the hub until the inner face is flush with the
special collar. This will provide end float bearings.
The end float should then be measured with a dial
test indicator. A spacer should then be fitted in place
of the Special Collar to give end floai of .002"-.006'
('051-'152 mrn.). Spacers are supplied in thicknesses
of '109'-.143' (2'77-3 '63 mm.) in steps of .003"
('076 mm.) and are lettered A-M (less letter I) as
shown in next coloumn.

Fis. 18.

Pressing

Spacer Iætter

A
B

C

D
E

F
G

H

J

K
L
M
P

a
R

in the hub inner bearing inner race using

special collar (Churchìll Tool

..

the

No.1,1Ð

Thickness

inches
'109
'112
'115
.118
't2t
.r24
'127
.130
.133
136
.139
'142
.145
'148
.151
.

mm.
2.1^t

2.85
2.92
3

.00

3.07

3'r5
3'23
'30
3.38
3
3

.45

3'53
3.6 t
3'68
3'7 5
3.8',1

For example, assume the end float measured to be
.025" ('64 mm.). Subtract the nominal end float of
'004" ('10 mm.) from the measured end float giving
'021' ('53 mm.). Since the Special Collar is 150'
(3.81 mm.) thick, the thickness of the spacer to be
fltted will be '150"-.021" i.e. .129' (3.28 mm.). The
Page H.13

REAR AXLE
nearest spacer is '130" (3.30 mm.) so a letter H spacer
should be fitted in place of the special collar,
The inner oil seal should now be fitted.
When the half shaft splined end has been fltted to
the hub as desc¡ibed in "Half shaft-Refitting" and
tightened up, the end float should be checked, using
the dial indicato¡.

peripheral movement at the ends of the pinion shafts.

When a driving force is applied to the differential
case, the pinion shafts, pinion mates and differential
side gears spiined to the axle shafts, rotate as a unit.
Resistance to turning at the wheel forces the pinion
shafts to slide up the differential case ramps, pushing
the pinion shafts and side gears apart. As the pinion
shafts move apart they apply load to the clutch plates

thus restricting turning between the axle shafts and
the differential case. Both axle shafts have now become
clutched to the differential case to a varying degree

dependent upon the amount

of torque

transmitted.

This in effect locks the axle shafts to the differential
case, in the normal straight ahead drjving position,
which reduces spinning of either rear wheel should it
leave the road or encounter poor traction such as ice,
snow, sand, loose gravel or oil patches.
Due to the lateral movement cf the pinion shafts
in the differential case, a little more backlash may be
apparent

in a limited slip rear axle. Slight chatter

may also occur when one wheel is on a slippery sutface,
this is due to surge torque.

Fig. 19. Checking the hub bearing end float wirh a disl test
indicolor (Churchill Tool No. J.l3). The hub ntust be tapped
inv,ards bc.fore taking a reading

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
The conventional differential divides the load
equally between both driving wheels. In this connection, it should be remembered that the conventional

THE DIFFERENTIA.L L]NIT
The Thornton "Powr-Lok" lim-ited sìip differential
is fitted as standard.
!tr'arning

When a car is equipped u¡ith a Thornton "Powreugine must NOT be run with
the car in gear and one wheel offthe ground otherwise,
owing to the action of the differential, the car may
drive itself off the ¡ack or stand.
If it is desired to turn the transmission by running
the engine with the car in gear both wheels must be
jacked up clear of the ground.

Lok" differential the

DESCRIPTION
The limited slip differential has two pinion shafts
with two mates to each shaft. The pinion shafts are
mounted at right angles to each other but do not
make contact at their intersection. Double ramps
with flat surfaces at each end of the pinion shafts,
mate with similar ramps in the differential case.
Clea¡ance in the differential case permits slight

Page H.14

Fig.20.

Sectioned view shou'ing the

ji'iction discs and plates

REAR.

AXLE

CLUICH FII]CS ENCAGED

(acru

srors

)

on the curve has a further distance to travel. With the
outer gear over-running and the inner gear fixed, the
pinion mates A (see Fig. 22) are caused to rotate, but
inasmuch as they are restlicted by the fixed gear, they
first must rnove pinion mate shafts B back down the
cam surface C relieving the thrust loads on the plate
clutches E. Thus when turning the corner, the clifferential, for all practical purposes, is similar to a conventional differential and the wheels are free to rotate at

djfferent speeds.

On straight driving, the ciutches are engaged and

thus prevent momentary spinning of the wheels
when leaving the road or when encountering poor
traction. In turning a corner, ttre load is relieved
frcm the clutch surface so that wear is reduced to a

Fis. 2 I

minimum.

differential will always drjve the wheel which is easiest
to turn. This is a definite disadvantage uncier ailverse
conditions cf driving where the traction oi oire wheel
is limited.
The ma.n purpose of the -timi¡ed slip differential is
to overcome this limit-actìon. Many times the torque
of the slipping rvheel is provided to the dl.iving wheel.
thus pernritting improveci operation under all conditions of driving. The torque is transmitted from the
differential case to the cross pins and differentjal
pinions 1o the side
-qears in the samc manner as torque
is applied in the conventjonal differential.
The driving f'crces moves the cross pìns B, Fig. 2l
up the ramp of the cam surlaces C, applyin_e a load to
the clutch rings D and restricts turning ol the differential through the friction clutches E. This provides a
torqr-re ¡atio between the axle shafts which is based on

the amount of frìction in the differential and

the

amount of load that is being applied to the differential.
When turning a corner. this process is in effect
partially reversed. The differential gears become a
planetary set, wiih the gear on the inside of the curve
becoming the fixed gear of the pianetary. The outer
gear of the planetary over-runs as the ouisicie wheel

Fig. 22
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REAR AXLE
POWER FLOW

IN FORWÄRD DRTVING

Under normal starting and operating conditions
the torque or power flow in both the limited slip and
conventional type differential is transmitted equally
to each axle shaft and wheel. However, when sudden
patches of ice, loose gravel or oil are encountered, the

will not permit the wheel
with the lesser traction to spin, gain momentum and
limited, slip differential

swerve the car when a dry surface is regained.

POWER FLOW

IN

TURNS

In turning, the limited slip differential gives normal
differential action and permits the outer wheel to turn
faster than the inner wheel, At the same time the
differential applies the major driving force to the inside
rear wheel, improving stability and cornering.

POWER FIOW WTTH POOR TRÄCTÏON
When traction conditions under the rear wheels are
dissimilar, the driving force with an ordinary differential is limited by the wheel with the poorer traction.
Tþically, in this situation, the wheel with the pcorer
traction spins and the vehicle remains immobile. The
limited slip differential enables the wheel with the

better t¡action

bolts holding each differential bearing cap and withdraw the differential unit.
Remove the Pinion

Remove the pinion nut and washer. Withdraw the

companion flange with a suitable
puller. PRESS the pinion out of the outer bearing. It
is important that the pinion should be pressed out,
universal

joint

not driven oui, to prevent damage to the outer bearing'
The pinion having been pressed from its outer bearing
may now be removed from the differential casing.

Note: Keep all shims intact.
Remove the pinion oil seal together with the oil
slinger and outer bearing cone. Examine the outer
bearing for wear and if replacement is required extract
the bearing outer race using Tool No. SL. 12 shown in
Fig. 23. If the correct tool is not available and the
bearing cup is to be scrapped it is possible to drive out
the cup, the shoulder locating the bearing being
recessed

to facilitate this operation. Remove the pinion

inner bearing outer race as shown in Fig. 23 using
Tool No. SL.12, if the bearing requires replacement or

to apply the major driving force to

the road.

.A,CTION ON ROUGH ROÄDS
Bumps do not adversely affect wheel action when
wheels are controlled by the limited slip differential.
The free wheel does not spin and gain momentum.
There is no sudden wheel stoppage to cause car
swerve or tyre scuffing and wheel hop is reduced.

REMOVING THE DIFF'ERENTIAL ÄSSEMBLY
FROM THE CARRIER
Remove the axle as described on page H.9.

Knock up the locking tabs and unscrew the b¡ake
caliper mounting bolts (on early cars locking wire
was used).

Remove the caliper noting the number of small
round shims between the caliper and the shims and
differential carrier. Remove the brake disc.
Drain the lubricant from the gear carrier and remove
the gear carrier rear cover. Flush out the unit
thoroughly so that the parts can be carefully inspected.
IJnscrew the five bolts securing the output shaft
bearing housing. Withdraw the output shaft, bearing
housing, bearings and adjustment shims noting the
number of preload shims,
Repeat for the other drive shaft. Remove the two
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Fig. 23. Removing the pinion inner bearing outer race using
Churchill tool SL. 12 with adLptor SL' 12 AB-4

REAR AXLE

Fig. 25. Rentoving an oulput shaft assembly

bearing housing.

[eósl

Fig.

24. llithdrawing

the pinion inner bearing inner race using
Churchill tool SL. I4 wirh adaptor SL. Il plAB-2

adjustment of the pinion setting is to be undertaken.
Take care of the shims fitted between the bearing cup

If it is necessary to replace the bear-

ings, remove the endfloat shims and spacing collar,
and using a suitable extractor withdraw the inner
bearing inner race from the shaft. Drift out the inner
bearing outer race and using a suitable sized tube on

the outer race, press out the complete outer bearing
and the oil seal. If it is necessary to reset the output
shaft endfloat, withdraw the oil seal and the outer
bearing inner race.

and the housing abutment face. If the inner bearing is
to be replaced it may be driven out but the correct
¡ervice tool should be used when the bearing is removed in order to carry out pinion setting adjustment.

THE OTITPUT SHÄF'TS
Removal

Remove the brake caliper and disc as previously
described.

lJnscrew the five bolts securing the output shaft

bearing housings, bearings and adjustment shims,
noting the number of pre-load shims.
To Dismantle

Unlock the tab washer and remove the nut, tab
washer and plain washer. press the output shaft
with the inner bearing inner race, spacing sleeve and
endfloat shims in position through the flange and

Fig. 26. Exploded view of an output shoft assembly
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REAR AXLE
Refitting
Press

in the new inner and outer bearing

outer

races ensuling that they are fully home in the recesses.

The races must be fitted so that the bearings will be
opposed. Press the inner bearing inner tace on to the
shalt ensuring that it is fully home against the shoulder
and that the race is fitted the correct way round. Fit
the spacìng sleever and the endfloat shjms. Fit the
output shaft into the bearing housing ar.rd place the
outer bearing inner race on the shaft ft'om the opposìte
end. Do not fit the oil seal at this stage. Fit the oì-rtput

shaft flange witl-r the plain 'r,ashel ancl a new tab
washer, fit the uut and tighten.
Check the endfloat with a dial gauge, this should

be .001"-'003" ('025--'076 mm.). ShoLrlcl adjustrnent
be necessary relrove the flange nut, tab and plain
washers and withdraw the flan-qe and outer bearing
inner race. Add or rer'ìlove shims to obtain the correct
clearance. Adding shirrs increases the endfloat and
removing shinrs decleascs it. When the correct endfloat is obtained replace the outer bearing inner race
and press a new oil seal into position, flush with the
casing and rvith the lip inwards. Refit the flange and
the plain and tab washers ensuling that the two tags
on the tab washer locate in the holes on the ffange.
Tighten the nut and turn one or more tabs up securing
the nut. Ensure that these tabs lie as flat on the nut

MATINC
I'4

ARKS

Fig.

27. Aligntnettl nnrks on thc tlilferential

case

as possible.

DISMANTLING THE DIFFERENTIAL UNIT

In the absence of any rnating or aligntnent uarks
in Fig. 27, scribe a line across the two half

as shown

casings to facilitate assenrbly.

Remove the eiglit bolts (9, Fig.29) securing the two
halves of the differential casing.

Split the casing and reûrove the clutch discs (3) and
plates (2 and 4) frorn one side.
Remove the differential side gear ring (5).

Remove the pinion side gear (6) and the pinion
mate cross shafts (7) complete with the pinion mate
gears.

Separate the cross shafts (10).

Remove the remaining sicle gear and the side gear

rlllg.
Extract the remaining clutch discs and plates.
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F¡e. 28. l|ithdrawing a diferenrial hcaring usirtg Churchill tool
SL. 14 *'ith adaptor SL.

ll

DIA-5

Þ

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Differential casing-flange half

6.

Dished clutch friction plate

7.

Clutch friction disc
Clutch lriction plate
Side gear ring

8.
9.
10.

Bevel side gear
Bevel pinion mate gear assembìy

Differential case-bottom half
Differential case-bolt
Pinion mate cross shaft

oa
(D

.\o

Fig.

29.

Explocletl view of the Thornton

"PowrLok" differential

vm
v
Þ
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REAR AXLE
REASSEMBLING
Refit the clutch plates and discs alternately into the
flange half of the casing.
Fit the two "Belleville" clutch plates (i.e. curved
plates) so that the convex side is against the diff.
casing (see Fig. 29).
Fit'the side gear ring so that the serrations on the
gear mesh with the serrations in the two clutch discs.
Place one of the side gears into the recess of the
side gear ring so the splines in both align.

Fit the cross shafts together.
Refit the pinion mate cross shafts complete with
pinion mate gears ensuring that the ramps on the
shafts coincide with the mating ramps in the differential case.
Assemble the remaining side gear and side gear ring
so the splines in both align.

Refit the remaining clutch plates and discs to the

friction plates, will render it difficult or impossible to
enter the output shafts after the eight bolts have been
tightened.
CIIECKING FOR WE,{R
With one output shaft and the drive pinion locked,
the other output shaft must not turn radially more
than f;" (19 mm.) measured

ot

a 6" (152 mm.) radius.

Pinion Adjustment
Re-install the pinion outer bearing outer race with
Tool No. SL.12. Re-install the pinion inner bearing
outer race with the original adjustìng shims positioning
same, Press the inner bearing inner race on the pinion,
using an arbor press and a length of tube, contacting
the inner race only and not the roller ¡etainer.
The hypoid drive pinion should be correctry adjusted

side gear ring,

Offer up the button half of the differential case to
the flange half in accordance with the identification
marks and position the tongues of the clutch f¡iction
piates so they align with the grooves in the differential
case. Assemble the button half to the flange half of the
differential case with eight bolts but do not tighten at
this juncture.
Check the alignment of the splines in the side gear
rings and side gears by inserting two output shafts,
then tighten the eight bolts to a torque of 35-45 lb.ft.

(4.8 to 6.2 kgm.) while the output shafts are in
position. Failure to observe this instruction, parficu-

larly with the differential unit having the dished clutch

Fig. 3L

Fie,

30.

Tightening the diferential casing bolts
shafts in posit¡on
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í'ith

the outpuî

the pinion inner bearing outer race using
l2 AB-4

-!.eplaqlng
Churchill
tool SL. 12 with adaptor SL.

before attempting further assembly, the greatest care
being taken to ensure accuracy.
The correct pinion setting is marked on the ground
end of the pinion as shown in Fig. 32. The marked
assembly serial number at the top is also marked on

REAR AXLE
Drop

A,

Pinion

B.

Zero Cone Setting
Mounting Distance
Centre Line to Bearing Housing

c.
D.

l'5'(38.1

.

mm.)

2'625'(66.67 mm.)
4'312' (108.52 mm.)
5'495'(139.57 mm.)

to

to

5'505' (139.83 mm.)

l4

Fig. 32. Pinion sefi¡ng marks

I

the drive gear, and care should be taken to keep
similarly marked gears and pinions in their matched
sets, as each pair is lapped together before despatch
to the factory. The letter on the left is a production
code letter and has no significance relative to assembly

or servicing of any axle. The letter and figure on the
right refer to the tolerance on offset or pinion drop
dimension "4" in Fig. 33 which is stamped on the
cover facing of the gear carrier housing.
The number at the bottom gives the cone setting
distance of the pinion and may be Zero (0). plus (f)
or Minus (-). When correctly adjusted, a pinion
marked Zero will be at the zero cone setting distance,
dimension "8" in Fig. 33 from the centre line of the
gear to the face on the small end of the pinion; a
pinion marked Plus two (-{-2) shoutd be adjusted to
the nominal (or Zero) cone setting plus ,002,, (.051
mm.), and a pinion marked Minus two (-2) to the cone
setting distance minus '002" (.05i mm.).

The zero cone setting distance (..8" Fig. 33) is

given above.
Thus for a pinion marked Minus two (-2) the dis_
tance from the centre of the drive gear to the face of
the pinion should be 2.623" (66.6 mm.) (that is, 2.625"

(66.7-.05 mm.) and for a pinion marked
-'0O2')
Plus
three (+3) the cone setting distance should be
2'628'(66.75 mm.).

Fig. 33. Pinion setting distances

r#hen the pinion bearing cups have been installed
[n
the gear carrier, with the original pinion inner bearing
adjusting shims, as described in the first paragraph of
this section, proceed with pinion as follows:(1) Place the pinion, with the inner bearing cone
assembled, in the gear car¡ier.
(2) Turn the carrier over and support the pinion with
a suitable block of wood for convenience before

(3)
(4)

attempting further assembly.

Install the pinion bearing spacer if fitted on the
unit under repair.
Install the original outer bearing shims on the
pinion shank so thãt they seat on the spacel or a
shoulder on the shank, according to the construction of the unit.
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(5)

minimum obtained; that is, when the indicator
spindle is at the bottom of the bore. Slight movement of the assembly u,ill enable the correct
reading to be easily ascertained. The dial indicator shows the deviation of the pinion setting
from the zero cone setting and ìt is ill.rportant to
note the directjon of any such deviation as well as

Fit pinion outer bearing inner race) companlon
flange, washer and nut only, omitting the oil
slinger and oil seal assembly, and tighten the nut'

(6)

Check the pinion cone setting distance by means

gauge, Tool No. SL.3P, as shown in
Fig. 34. The procedure for using the gauge is:(a) Ailjust the bracket carrying the dial indicator to
suit the model being serviced, then set the dial
indicator to zero withthe setting blockon a surlace

of the

(7)

plate, using the 4 HA setting.
(b)
(c)

Place the dial indicator assembly on the fixed
spindle of the gauge bodY.
Fit the fixed spindle of the gauge body into the

centre

in the pinion head, slide the movable

spindle into position, locating in the centre in the
pinion shank with the gauge body underneath

the gear carrier, and lock the spindle with the

(8)

screw provided.
(d)

Check the pinion setting by taking a dial indicator
reading on the differential bole with the bracket
assembly soated on the ground face on the end
of the pinion. The correct reading will be the

the magnitude.
If the pinion settjng is iucorrect it is necessary to
dismantle the pinion assembly and remove the
pinion inner bearing outer race. Add or remove
shims as required from the pack locating the
bearing outer race and re-install the shim pack
and the bearing outer race. The adjusting shinls
are available in thickness ol '003", '005" and
'010'( 076, '121 and'254nm.). Then carry outthe
operations (l) to (6) detailed on page H.21.
'When
ihe correct pinion setting has been obtained,
check the pinion bearing preload, which should
afford a slight drag or resistance to turning, there
being no end play ol the pinion. The correct
preload lor the pinion bearings gives a torque
figure as listed in "Data" on page H.4. Less

iIÚ^
Fis. 34. Checking the pinion cone setling using Churchill Tool SL 3
\ính the later ¡)lpe of nngnetic dial gauge post lhe tlantp fxture
nol requiredj
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than the correct range will result in excessive
deflection of the pinion under load, whilst too
much preload will lead to pitting and failure of
the bearings. To rectify the preload, adjust the
shim pack between the outer bearing inner race
and the pinion shank spacer, but do not touch the
shims behind the inner bearing outer race, which
control the position of the pinion. Remove the

shims to increase preload and add shims

to

de-

crease preload.

Installation of pinion oil seal assembly and oil
slinger is usually effected after fitting differential
assembly, see operations

(l),

(2) and (3) under "'Final

Assembly" cn page H.24,
¡9t51

Differential tsearing, Preload and Drive Gearz\djustment
(1) Install the pìnion less the oil seal and slinger in
the diffe rential carrier. Fit the differential

Fig. 36. Checking the drive gear run-oul

asselnbly.

(2)

Fit the differential bearing caps ensuring that the
position of the nume¡als marked on the differential carrier lace and the caps correspond as indicated in Fig. 35. Tighten the bolts securing the

tial carrier. Place three bolts evenly

spaced in
each bearing housing. Set up a dial indicator on
the differential carrier with the button against

caps.

one of the drive gear teeth as nearly in line with
the direction of tooth travel as possible (see Fig.
31).

(s)

-Ftþ.

(3)

-lS. Dffirential bearing cap markings

When the correct backlash has been obtained,
check the gap on each side of the carrier between

the drive gear bearing housing and the car¡ier
Mount a ciial rndicator on the gear carrìer housrng
rvith the button againsi the back lace (as shown
in Fig. 36). Turn the pinion by hand and check
the ¡un out on the back face whìch should not
exceed .0C-5' l.l3 rrrm.). If there is excessive run

cut strio the assernbly and rectify by cleaning
the surfaces locating the cirive gear. Any burrs
on these surfìrces should be removed,

í4)

(6)

Move the drive gear by hand to check the backlash which should be etched on the gear. If the
backlash js not in accordance with the specificatìon, move the drive gear towards or away from
the pinion as necessary by tighteging the bolts in
the drive gear bearing housing on one side of the
differential carrier and slackening them on the
other.

lnstall the drive shafts without any shims between
the d¡i',,e shaft bearing housing and the differen-

with a set of feeler gauges,
(7)

Note the gap, having checked around the circumference of the housing to ensure that the gap is
equal. Subtract '003" (.076 mm.) from the width
ofthe gap on each side to give the correct preload.
Install shims on each side to the requisite amount,
the shims being in .003', .005', .010" and .030'
(.076, .127, '254 and .762 nm.) thicknesses.

For example, assume the backlash etched on the
drive gear to be '007" (.178 mm.) when this figure
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Final Assembly

To complete the rebuilding of the unit:Remove the drive pinion nut, washer and com-

(1)
(2)

(3)

panion flange.

Install the oil slinger, and then fit the pinion oil
seal assembly, using Tool No. SL4P/8, as shown
in Fig. 38. Place the oil seal with the dust
excluder flange uppermost (not omitting the oil
seal gasket used with the metal case type seal on
later models), fit the installation collar, Tool No.
SL.4P/8, and then tighten down the pinion nut
and washer to drive the assembly home, Remove
the installation collar.
Fit the companion flange, washer and pinion
nut, tighten securely.

(4) Fit the rear cover gasket,

renewing it if required,
and rear cover, securing same with set bolts and

Fig, 37. Checking the backlash and the drive gear location

(5)
is obtained as described above, the gap on one
side is '054" (l'37 mm.) and '046" (1'17 mm.) on
the other. Then the amount of shims to be fitted
are .054"-'003" i.e. '051" (1 '30 mm.) to one side
and .043" (1'09 mm.) to the other.
Finally fit the output shaft and shims to the
differential carríer and tighten up the five bolts
on each side.

(6)
(7)

lock washers, not omitting the ratio and "Powr
Lok" tags which are attached by the set bolts.
Check that the drain plug is securely tightened,
then flll with the appropriate quantity of one of
the hypoidlubricants recommended on page H.5

Replace the filler plug and check that the cover
set bolts are tight.

Check for oil leaks at the cover, pinion oil seal
and where the differential cap bolt holes break
through.
(8) Replace brake disc and caliper, centralising the
caliper by means of the round shims (as described
in Section L "Brakes"). Fit new tab washers,
tighten the mounting bolts to 55 1b.ft. (7'6 kgm.)
torque and secure the bolt heads with the tab
washers.

Fig.38. Fitting
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pinion oil seal using Churchill tool SL4 PIB
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TOOTH CONTACT
After setting the backlash to the required figure, use
a small brush to paint eight or ten of the drive gear
teeth with a stiff mixtu¡e of marking raddle, used
sparingly, or engineers blue may be used if preferred,
Move the painted gear teeth in mesh with the pinion
until a good jmpression of the tooth contact is
obtained. The resulting impression 'should be similar
to Fig. A in Fig. 39.
The illustrations referrecl to in this section are those
shown in Fig. 39 which indicates the tooth bearing
impression as seen on the drive gear.
The HEEL is the large o¡ outer end of the tooth.
The TOE is the small or inner end of the tooth.
The FACE top or addendum is the upper
portion of the tooth profile.
The FLANK or dedendum is the lower portiolì
of the tooth profile.

The DRIVE side of the drive gear toorh

is

CONVEX.

The COAST side of the drive gear tooth

is

CONCAVE.

low tooth ccntact. This is the opposite condition
from that shown in (b) and is therefore corrected by
moving the pinion out of mesh, that is, increase the
pinion inner race setting distance by removing shims
from between the pinion inner bearing outer race and
housing, and removing the same thickness of prelcad
shims from between the pinion bearing spacer or the
shoulder on the pinion shank and the outer bearing
inner race, The correction has a tendency to move the

tooth bearing towards the heel on drive and toe on
coast, and it may therefore be necessary after making
this change to adjust the drive gear as described in
(d) and (e).

(d)

Toe Contact

Fig.

D

shows an example

of toe contact

wl.rich

occurs when the bearing is concentrated at the small
end of the tooth. To rectify this condition, move the
drive gear out of mesh, that is, increase backlash, bv
transferring shims to the drive gear side of the differential from the opposite side.

(a)

Ideal Contact
Fig. A shows the ideal tooth bearing impression on
the drive and coast sides of the gear teeth. The area
of contact is evenly distributed over the working
depth of the tooth profile and is located nearer to the
toe (small end) than the heel (large end). This type of
contact permits the tooth bearing to spread towards
the heel under operating conditions when allowance
must be made for deflection.

(b)

High Tooth Contact
In Fig. B it will be observed that the tooth contact
is heavy on the drive gear face or addendum, that is,

(e)

Heel Contact

Fig. E shows an example of heel contact which is
indicated by the concentration of the bearing at the
large end of the tooth. To rectify this condition move
the drive gear closer into mesh, that is reduce backlash,
by removing shims from the drive gear side of the
differential and adding an equal thickness of shims to
the opposite side.

Note: It is most

important to remember when
making this adjustment to correct a heel
bearing that sufficient backlash for satisfactory operation must be maintained. If there
is insufficient backlash the gears will at least

high tooth contact. To rectify this condition, move
the pinion deep;r into mesh, that is, reduce the pinion
inner race setting distance, by adding shims between
the pinion inner bearing outer race and the housing

be noisy and have a greatly reduced ljfe, whilst

scoring of the tooth profile and breakage
may result. Therefore, always maintain a
minimum backlash requirement of .004'

and adding lhe same thickness of preload shims
between the pinion bearing spacer, or the shoulder
of the pinion shank and outer bearing inner race.
This correction has a tendency to move the tooth
bearing towards the toe on drive and heel on coast,
it may therefore be necessary alter making
this change to adjust the drive gear as described in
paragraphs (d) and (e).

and

(c)

Low Tooth Contact

In Fig. C it will be observed that the tooth

conract

is heavy on the drive gear flank or dedendum, that

is,

('10 mm.).

Backlash

When adjusting backlash always move the drive
of this member has more direct
influence on backlash, it being necessary to move the
pinion considerably to alter the backlash a small
amount-'005" ('13 mm.) movement on pinion will
gear as adjustment

generally alter backlash '001" (.025 mm.).
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Gear and Pinion Movement

Moving the gear out of rnesh moves the tooth
contact towards the heel and raises it slightly towards
the top of the tooth.

IOOTH CONTACT
(DR/yE GEAR)

Moving the pinion out of mesh raises the tooth
contact on the face of the tooth and slightly tovzards
the heel on drive, and towards the toe on coast.

CONDITION

REMEDY

IDEAL TOOTH
CONTACT
Evenly spread over
profile, nearer toe

o

H EEL

(outer

end)

A

ïoE

(inner end)

than

heel.

HEEL

(outer

end)

HIGH TOOTH

B

TOE

CONTACT
Heavy on the top of
the drive gear tooch
p rofìle.

Move the DRIVE
PINION DEEPER
INTO MESH.
REDUCE the
pinion cone setting.

i.e.,

(inner end)
HEEL

(outer

end)

LOW TOOTH
CONTACT
Heavy in the root of
the drive gear tooth

c
TOE

p

Move the DRIVE
PINION OUT OF
I'4 ES

H.

i.e., INCREASE

the

pinion cone setting.

rofì le.

(inner end)

H EEL

(outer

end)

TOE CONTACT

Hard on the

small

end of the drive gear
toot h

D

.

Move the DRIVE
GEAR OUT OF
MESH.

i.e.,

INCREASE
backl

TOE

as h

(inner end)
HEEL

(outer

HEEL CONTACT

end)

Hard on the

large
end of the drive gear

E

tooth.
TOE

(inner end)

Fig.39. Tooth contact indìcaÍion (contact nmrkings on the ùire gear)
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Move the DRIVE
GEAR INTO MESH,
i.e., DECREASE
backlash brt mainta¡n
minimum backlash as

given

in "

Data

"

REAR AXLE
SPECI.{L TOOI^S

sL 4 P/B

SECTION I

STEERING

3.8

CCE))

TYPE

GRAND TOURING MODELS

INDEX
Page

Description

I.3

Data

I.3

Routine Maintenance:
Steering housing
Steering tie rods

t.4

Recommended Lubricants

1.4

Steering Housing
Removal

Dismantling

1.4

I.6
I.6
t.6
t.1

I.8
Steering Wheel:
Removal

Refitting

t.8
I.8

Upper Steering Column:
Removal

Dismantling

I.8
t.8

Re-assembling

I. t0

Reûtting

Ll0

Lower Steering Column:
Removal
Universal joints

I.l0
I.l0

Refitting

I. r0

Tie Rod Bal[ Joints:
I. l0
I. l0

Eront Wheel Alignment ..

t.t2
t.t2
l.t2

Accidental Damage

r.t2

STEERING

STEERING

STEERING

ROUTINE MAINTENANCE
EVERY 2,500 MILES (4,000 KM.)

Steering Tie-Rods

Steering Housing

Lubricate the ball joints of the two steering tie-rods
with the recommended lubricant. When carrying out
this operation examine the rubber seals at the bottom
of the ball bearing housing to see if they have become
displaced or split. In this event they should be repositioned or replaced as any dirt or water that enters

The rack and pinion steering housing is attached to
the front cross member of the forward châssis frame.
A grease nipple lor the lubrication of the rack and
pinion assembly is accessible from underueath the front
of the car from the driver's side.
Do not over lubricate the steering housing to the
extent where the bellows at the ends of the housing
become distended.

Check that the clips at the ends of the bellows are
fulÌy tightened; otherwise the grease will escape from

,

the

joint will

cause premature wear.

Do not over lubricate the ball joints to the extent
where grease escapes from the rubber seal.

the housing.

Fig. L Steering hou.sing grease nipple (right-hand thire
i I lust

FiS.

2.

Steering tie rod grease nipple.

ra t ed).

Recommencied Lubricants

Mobil

Castrol

BP

Shell

Duckham

Regent

CaltexiTexaco
Steering

Housing

'ì
I

Tie-rods
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Mobilgrease Castrolease Retinax

MPLMA

Steering

)

Esso Energrease
Multi-purpose 2
Grease H

LB10

Marfak
Aìl purpose

L Housing assembly
2. Rack
3. Pinion
4. Bearing
5. Bearins
6. Thrusiplate
7. Attachment olate
8. "O" ring
9. Retainer
10. Setscrew
l. Spring washer
1

12. Grease nipple
13. Plunger
14. Shims
15. Plate
16. Cover

24

23
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17.
18.
19.

9-rs

22

Circlip
Tube bush
Tie rod

20. Housing
21. Socket
22. Socket spring
23. Lock nut
24. Tab washer
25. Ball pin lock nut
26. Bellows
27. Tie wire
28. Bellows clip
29. Bellows clip
30. Tie rod ball joint
31, Grease nipple
32. Ball joint gaiter
33. Retainer
14. Clip
35. Slotted nut
36. Split pin
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m
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o
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STEERING
STEERING HOUSING

Dismantling

The steering housing unit cannot be removed until
after the the removal of radiator and fixings.

Unlock the ball end retaining nuts on the steering
tie-rods and remove the ball end assemblies. Release
the clips securing the bellows to the rack housing and

Radiator-Removal

tie-rods and remove the bellows.

Slacken off but do not remove the road wheels; the
hub caps are marked "Right (Otr) Side" and "Left
(Near) Side" and the direction of rotation to remove,
that is, clockwise for the right hand side and anticlockwise for the left hand side.

ball

Ptace the jack under the lower wishbone fulcrum
frout support bracket and raise the car until the wheel
is clear of the ground. Place-a stand under the wishbone fulcru.m rear support bracket. Repeat for the
other side.
Complete the removal of the roadwheels. DO NOT
place the.jack or stands under the'forward frame cross
tubes. Drain the radiator, conserve the coolant if an
anti-freeze is in use, and remove the top and bottom
water hoses from the radiator,

Bend back the locking plate tabs on the two tie-rod

housings and remove tie-rods and housings.
Remove the housing lock nuts, sockets and socket
spnngs.

Relnove the three setscrews retaining pinion shaft
oil seal retainer to housing, remove retainer "O" ring,
housing mounting plate and bearing retainer plate,
and withdraw pinion shaft.
Renrove circlip, disc, "Belleville" washer, shims, and
plunger from housing. Care must be taken not to lose

any of the shims.

Withdraw the rack from the housing.

Remove the two bolts and nuts securing the radiator

top support brackets to the header tank mounting;
remove the two bottom fixing nuts and rubber moun-

ting washers.
Release radiator duct panel lrom bottom ofradiator
by removing'the two setscrews. Lift out the radiator
matrix; care must be taken that the radiator fan blades
are not damaged during the removal of the radiator.

Steering Housing-Removal
Remove split pin and nut from both steering tie-rod

ball joints ând drift out the tie-rod ends from the
steering arms, into which they are a taper fit, by
tapping on the side face of the steering arms.
Turn steering until Allen screw in steering column
lower joint is accessible. Insert Allen key and remove
screw.

From the steering housing side remove the two
inner self-locking ntrts and the central bolt with
attached self-locking nut secur:ing the housing to the
rubber/steel bonded mounting. Remove the top and
bottom outer self-locking nuts, and withdraw the
bolts noting the two spacer tubes fitted between the
mounting bracket and the frame.

for the opposite (rack tube) side, but note
that on the two outer fixings the spacer tubes have
Repeat

been omitted and replaced with two adjuster lock nuts.

Withdraw steering housing.
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Examining for Wear

Thoroughly clean, dry and examine all parts of the
assembly; components showing signs of wear must be
replaced with new parts. Particular attention should be
paid to the condition of the bellows and the outer ball
joint rubber seals. Should they be clamaged or show
signs of deterioral'on replace with new.
The two outer ball joint assemblies cannot be dismantled and if v/orn must be replaced with new
components,

Carefully examine the tide-rod ball seats and houswith new parts il excessive wear is evident'

Jngs, replace

Examine the bush f,tted in the end of the rack tubing
and renew if worn. The bush can be drifted out, after
the removal of the rack,from the opposite endbymeans

of a long drift inserted through the steering housing.
Press the new bush into the rack tubing using a shoul-

dered, polished mandrel of the same diameter as the
shaft which is to fit into the bearing until the visible end
of,the bearing is flush with the rack tubing.
The bush must not be opened out after reûtting.
Before refitting the bush allow it to thoroughly soak
in clean engine oil; this will allow the pores of the bush
to be filled with lubricant.

STEERING
Re-assenrbling

Remove gauge and

Apply a generous coating of grease to the rack and
insert the rack into the housing. Grease and re_
assemble the pinion shaft, bearing retaining plate,

fit

disc washer and circlip.

shims, ..Belleville', washer,

Screw the tie-rod ball housing lock nuts onto the rack

"O" riug and oil seal retainer

to the limit of the threads and refit the locking
washers. Renew the washer if the tabs are broken.

Insert the steering damper plunger, disc washer and
fit the ,,Belleville',

housing. Tighten the ball housing until no end float is
felt in the tie-rod. Advance the locknut to meet the
housing. Refrt the tie-rod joint and locknut.

Attach a clock gauge, mounted on a suitable bracket,

Attach a spring balance to the outer ball joint and
adjust the ball housing until the tie-rod will articulate
under a load of T lbs (3.18 kg.) applied ar the spring
balance, Fig 5. Fully tighten the housing locknut and

housing mounting plate,

into the housing. Refit the three setscrews and lock
washers and fully tighten. Renew oil seal if damaged.
circlip to the housing, but do not
washer or shims at this stage.

to the steering housing with the stem in coLrtact with
the centre of the disc, Fig. 4. Apply a downward pres_
sure to the disc to ensure thatthe pinron is fully engaged

with the rack at its lowest point; set the gauge to zero.

ends

Reflt the socket spring, socket, tie-rod and ball

secure

in position by bending the tabs of the washer.

Apply

a generous

Apply an upward pressure to the rack to eliminate

Remove tie rod ball joints with locknuts.

all end float in plunger.

Note: Disc will ¡row

be in contact with the circlip.

Refit bellows and tighten clips.

Note the new rea<jing on the clock gauge. Measure

the thickness ol the "Belleville" washer and subtract
this figure frorn the reading obtained on the gauge.
Select suitable shims to give a final end float figure

'006'-.010' (.15 mm.-.25

Fig.

4.

mm.).

Method of checking end .float in plunger.

coating of grease to the ball housings.

of

The larger end of the bellows attached to the housing

is

secured by means of locking wire and not by the
normal type of clip.
Screw on each tie rod ball

joint an equal number of

turns.

Fig.

5.

Checking adjustntenÍ of ball housíng.
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STEERING
Refitting
Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure but
care must be taken that the spacer tubes on the steering

housing side are refitted and the nuts fully tightened,
also that the mounting on the opposite (rack tube)
side is adjusted correctly' To adjust proceed as follows.
Slackerl off the four nuts on the two outer bolts,
fully tighten the two inner and the single central
fixings.

Tighten the two self-locking nuts securing the two
outer bolts until the flat washers under the bolt heads
can just be rotated with the fingers. Turn the inner
lock nuts towards the outer nuts and fully tighten.

After refitting adjust the front wheel alignment

as

described on page L12

UPPER STEERING COLUMN
Removal

Detach the earth lead from the battery. Disconnect
the wires leading from the flasher switch at the multiconnector located behind the side facia panel and
detach the horn push cable from the connector at the
lower end ol the upper column tube.
Remove the upper pinch bolt, nut and spring washer
retaining the upper column to the universal joint. Remove the two locknuts, bolts and washers securing the
column to the lower support bracket. Remove the
bolt, nut, washer and spacer tube securing the column
to the upper support bracket located behind the side
facia panel.

Withdraw column assembly from the splines in the
universal joint, and remove the steering column.

STEERING \ryHEEL
Dismantling
Removal

Remove

Remove the three grub screws from the steering

wheel hub and withdraw horn push assembly.
Release the locknut and remove the hexagon nut
securing the steering wheel to the inner column shaft.
Extract the flat washer. Exert a sudden pressure behind
the steering wheel and withdraw it from the splines on
the inner column.
Collect the two halves of the split cone.
Refitting
Slacken the steering column adjuster nut, fully extend
the sliding portion of the inner column and lock the
steering column adjuster. Refit the two halves of the
split cone, making sure that the narrowest part of the
cone is towards the top of the column. To retain the
cone in position while fitting the steering wheel place
a small quantity of grease around the groove in the
column and embed the two halves of the cone.

Slide the steering wheel on

to the column

shaft

splines with the central spoke in the 6-o'clock position
when the road wheels are pointing straight ahead. Push

the steering wheel as described

"steering Wheel

-

Remove the inner half of the flashing indicator
switch cover by withdrawing towards the centre of the
car. Cover is retained in position by means of spring
clips. Remove the two screws, washers and clamp retaining the switch to the column ancl detach the switch.

Unscrew.the telescopic adjustment nut from the
inner column and withdraw complete with the collet

from the inner column shaft splines. The collet is
attached to the adjustment nut by means of a circlip.
'Withdraw
the brass horn button contact rod complete with the spring and insulating bush from the
centre of the steering column inner.
Remove the indicator switch striker after unscrewing
the two setscrews retaining the striker to the inne¡

column.
IJnscrew the stop button now exposed and withdraw
the splined shaft from the inner column.
Remove the screw, nut and washer holding the earth
contact to ihe bracket on the outer column.

the wheel fully home on to the split cone.

Remove the bolt and nut holding the slip ring con-

Fit the flat washer, and nut and fully tighten. Fit
locknut and tighten.

tact to the contact holders.

Note: When fitting

outer tube.

the locknut, secure by using a ring
or tubular spanner and do not over-tighten.
Refit the horn push with the head of the Jaguar

upright.
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under

Removal".

'

From the lower end tap the inner column out of the

Compress and remove the spring clip and washer
retaining felt bush in the upper end of the column and
remove the bush.

q
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L Outer tube ixsembly
2. inr¡er çolumn
l. Felt bèaring-upper
4. Felt bearing-lower
5. {asher
6. Spring clip
l. lrrncr column-mi¡le
8 Stop button
9. Locknut

10.

l
I 3.
I

Split collet
Circlip

12. Horn

switch contact

lnsulating bush

14.
15.
16.

Spring
Washer

17.
I

8.

lnsulating bush
Contact nipple
Spring

pin

6.

Exploded view of steering coluntn assenbly

19.

Rotor assembly

20.

SIip ring

2l

lnsulating sleeve
Contact holder

.

22.

2324
25
26.
a1

Contact
Bolr

Nut
Insulating sleeve
Insulating strip

28. Earth contact
29. Direction indicator
30.
31.

32.
33.

34.

control assembly
Control striker
Steering wheel

Grub screw
Split cone

Nut

Washer

Lock nut
IJpper mounting bracket
38. Lower mounting bracket
39. Lower steering column
40. Lower universal joint yoke
41. Joumal assembly
42. Upper universal joint assembly
43. Upper universal joint yoke
44. Journal assembly
36.

37.
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STEE RI N G

for the lower end of the column,
To remove the slip ring if damaged or worn, prise
up the slotted end and withdraw from the splined end
of the column taking care of the contact and spring
which will now be exposed in the lower hall of the
Repeat

rubber insulator.
Re-assembling
Re-assembling is the reverse of the dismantling procedure. Renew the felt bushes if worn. When refitting

the indicator switch striker care must be taken to
ensure that it is adjusted centrally between the two trip
levers on the switch with the wheels in the "straightahead" position. Adjustment is provided by means of
slotted holes under the two fixing screws. Failure to
ensure this will result in unequal ,automatic cancellation of the flasher switch.
Refitting
Refittihg is the reverse of the removal procedure but
care must be taken to ensure that the upper steering
column and wheel are in the central position (that is,
with the central spoke of the steering wheel in the
6-o'clock position) with the road wheels "straightahead" befors engaging the splines in the universal

joint.

Lower the steering column and wjthdraw from the
splines on the lower steering column shaft. Withdraw

lower column shaft in an upward direction until the
lower universal joint is clear of the splines on the
pinion shaft. The steering column can now be withdrawn througl-r front frame cross t¡embers above
anti-roll bai.
Universal Joints

Carefully examine universal joints for wear and reif necessary. For servicing instructions on universal joints see under "Propeller Shafts (Section G)".
new

Note: No lubrication points are provided in these
universal joints, the bearings being pre-packed
with grease on assembly.
Refitting

Refitting is the reverse of the ren.roval procedure but
care should be taken to ensure that the upper steering
column and wheel are in the central position (that is,
with the central spoke of the steering wheel in the
6-o'clock position) with the road wheels "straightahead" before engaging the splines in the universal

joint.

TIE ROD BALL JOINT

LOWER STEERING COLU]\{N

The tie rod ball joints cannot be dismantled and
worn a complete new assembly must be fltted.

if

Removal

Discon¡ect ihe battery earth lead.

Drain and remove radiator

as described on page T.6.

Remove the bonnet as described in Section N, "Body

and Exhaust System"
Turn the steering wheel until the lower pinch bolt
securing the upper universal joint to the lower steering
column is accessible. Remove the bolt, nut and washer.
Turn the steering further until the Allen screw in the

I

lsteering column lower universal joint is accessible.
ilnsert a correct size Allen key and remove sbrew.

i

Disconnect the flashing indicator switch cables from

:'the multi-connector, located behind the facia panel,
:and disconnect the horn cable lrom the slip ring
connector.

From the upper steering column remove the two
lower support bolts, nuts and washers and the upper
support bolt, nut and washer and spacer tube.
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Removal

Remove the split pin and uut securirtg the tie-rod
ball to the steering arm. Drilt out the ball pin which is
a taper fit in the steering arm. The ball pin taper will
be more easily freed il the sides ol the steering arm
ale tapped with a copper mallet.
Slacken the locknut on the tie-rod and unscrew the
ball joint.
Refitting

Refitting is the reverse of the removal procedure.
Screw on each tie rod ball joint an equal number of
turns.

Lubricate the ball joints with the recommended
lubricant. Do not over lubrjcaLe the ball joints to the
extent where grease escapes from thc rubber seal.
Re-set the
page

LI2.

front wheel alignment as described on

STEERI NG

3.

Horn button
Insulating bush
Steering wheel nut

4.

Washer

Felt bush
Slip ring
20. Contact nipple

5

Split cone

21.

Rotor-bottom half

6.

Steering wheel lock nut
Stop button
Spring ring

)1

Outer tube assembly

24.

Washer

1.
')

7.
8.
o
10.

14.
15.

Washer

16.

Insulating sleeve

12.
13.

Spring ring

19.

)) Rotor-top

Felt bush
Earth contact
Contact securing nut
Contact holder
Contact securing bolt
Slip ring contact

11.

17.
18.

half

Inner column (male)
26. Control st¡iker
11
Split collet
28. Circlip
29. Wheel hub assembly
30. Locknut
31. Horn switch contact spring
32. "Horn switch contact rod
25.

18

IB
Fig.
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Sectioned view of upper steering column
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FRONT WHEEL ALIGNMENT
Check that the car is full of petrol, oil and water.
If not, additional weight must be added to compensate
for, say, a low level ofpetrol (the weight of 10 gallons
of petrol is approximately 80 lbs-36'0 kg.).

Ensure'that the tyre pressures are correct and that
the car is standing on a level surface.

With the wheels in the straight ahead position check
the alignment of the front wheels with an approved
track setting gauge.
The front wheel alignment should

-k'--+'(l '6-3'2

be:-

mm.) toe-in (measured atthe wheel

STEERING Ä,RM
Removal

Raise car by placing jack under front suspension
lower lvishbone fulcrum shaft bearing bracket and remove road wheel.
Remove split pin and nut from steering tie rod ball
joint and drift out the tie rod ends from the steering
arm, in which it is a taper fit. by tapping on the side
face of the steering arm.

rim).
Re-check the alignment after pushing the car forward until the wheels have tuined half a ¡evolution

(180).

If

Turn the tie rods by equal amounts in the necessary
direction until the alignment of the f¡ont wheels is
correct. Tighten the locknuts and re-check the alignment. Finally ensure that the rubber bellows are not
twisted, and tighten the two clips.

adjustment is required slacken the locknuts at the

end-of each steering tie rod; also slacken the outer
(small) clips securing the rack housing rubber bellows
to avoid distortion after turning the tie rods.

Unscrew the self-locking nutand remove the bolt and
spring washer attaching the steering arm to the stub
axle carrier. Remove the self-locking nut securing the
stub axle shaft to the carrier, when the steering arm

can be removed.
Refitting

Refitting is the reverse of the ,removal procedure.

ACCIDENTÀL DÄMAGE
The following dimensioned drawing is provided to
assist in assessing accidental damage. A steering arm
suspected of being damaged should be removed from

the car, cleaned off and the dimensions checked and
compared with those given in the illustration.

!
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The steering arm,
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